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. /·,· I.  THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEMPUS 1990 - 1993 
I. 1.  THE ORIGINS OF THE TEMPUS SCHEME 
·The events of 1989 and 1990 in Central and Eastern Europe had a  dramatic impact on the 
European Community. The Member States individually and collectively found themselves 
facing unprecedented political and economic challenges to the established phi~osophy and 
procedures in external relations. At the same time there was no doubting the urgency .of 
making an appropriately rapid and effective respon..coe to l:hese.challenges, not only L'1  te!!!l.s 
of emergency assistance but also by providing concrete ways for the countries concerned to 
develop new perspectives and new goals linked to a meaningful concept of Europe. 
Aiming  fo~ an integrated global response, the Community quickly sought to  ~rovide a 
comprehensiye framework for the provision of practical assistance and expertise to help the 
countries concerned restructure their economies and political systems so that they could 
maximise the benefits they might ·derive from the new situation. An overall programme of 
assistance was agreed by the Council of Ministers in December 1989. Known as Phare1,  it 
provided the framework for Community assistance in order to support the economic and 
social reform processes. in the countries of  Central and Eastern Europe._ 
Higher  education  and  training  had  already  been  identified  by  the  partner  countries 
themselves as one of the priorities for cooperation, not because they believed that action to 
ameliorate higher education could have any immediate and dramatic impact upon· their 
political and economic situation, but·rather because it represented a  highly salient joint 
investment in the future of the whole continent's intellectual resources. Thus from a very 
early stage a  number of specialised programmes of assistance in the education field  were 
embedded within Phare, the largest being Tempus-the Trans-European Mobility Scheme for 
University Studies. 
It w:as. in this perspective that the Council of Ministers asked the European Commission in 
December 1989 ·to present detailed  proposals  urgently,  to  be effected  within the  Phare 
framework,  for  appropriate measures in  the  field  of higher education  and  training to 
support the reform process in Central and Eastern Europe. In January 1990 the Commission 
s'ubmitted to the Council and the European Parliament its plans to create a new programme 
specifically designed to identify and meet the distinctive needs of the area concerne.d. 
1  At that time Phare stood for "'Pologne, Hongrie: Assistance a Ia  Restructuration Econornique''. The current full 
name is "'Phare-Community.prograrnme fpr assistance for economic restructuring in the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe".· -2-
Underlying. the· decision to establish the. Tempus Scheme as,,an .operation  separat~· from 
·,  existipg.  mtra-Community  higher . education  programmes  (such  ·.as.  ERASMUS·  and 
COMETI) or  various community r~search  activities (such as international cooperation and 
human capital and mob,ility  of researchers) was· the .perception that it was  esse~tial, in 
managing the reform process, to intervene in the-social dimension specific to the countries 
··.'concerned, because it was perceived that profound-changes in the.outlook'and attitudes of 
' . those engaged as teachers or students in higher education would be a critical  factor  in 
ehl:\~cing the availability <;>f  the human resources needed to forward the reform process· 
itself~ r< was not solely a  qu~tion of impto~ing the professional and t.echnical training of 
futUre  managers, scientists and  engineers,  desirable  as  this would be; but· it· was also . 
~ recogni?ed that th_rough the critical revision of th_e structures and philosophy of education a · 
'vita~  contribution  could  be  made ' to ' overcoming 'the  resistance  to ' necessary  Change 
throughout society~ shaping more relevant lqlowledge,techniques and skills,'  and above all 
'replach-tg old ways of ~inking  arid decision:maldng-with new ones. 
.  ~.  .  ~  .. 
I. 2.  THE FIRST PHASE OF TEMPUS 1990 ..;.1993 
Tempus  ~a.S adopted by the Council on 7 May 1990, for an'tnitial 'pilot phase' of three ye~rs 
beginning on 1 July199!J, .within a  perspective  of  five  years.  A  later Co\,lncil  Decision 
extended the pilot phase for one year, until the end of June 1994.2  Responsibility for  the. 
~plementation of the  Scheme  was assigned  tq  the  Commission.  In  accordance  with 
Article 5  o~ the Council  Decisiop  establishing  the  T,empus Scheme,  the.  S:ol11111~ssion is 
. assisted by a Management Cornrr1_ittee composed of tWo· representatives appointed by each 
. Member State and chaired by a  Comm~sion  representative. .  .  .  .  .  '.·  ··. 
- .  .  '  .  .  '  . '  . 
'  From the start the. main vehicle for the Inter-university ~ooperation envisaged under the . 
Tempus Scheme was the Joint European Project-QEP), suppoitedJor a-'maximum period of 
three· years and involving  the  participation· of  at. least one  uruversity  from  a  partner, 
·.  cowitiy (ECE), and of partner-organisations, of which one had to be a university, in at least 
two ,EU  Member States. Strategically speaking, the approach in this initial period.  was to 
pu~sue the restructuring objectives qf the Tempus. Scheme by supporting initiatives ··fron{ 
bel<;>w'. ·which.  addre.sseq  the.  fundamen~al  .issues  ·of  reform  through  curriculum , 
development, organised mobility of ~taf((particularly-for retraining and updatirlg periods) 
- and stude~ts,  and  purchase  and 'support  cif  essential  learning  and  cominunic~tions 
equip~ent. 
s·upport for various ac.tivities intended to build up eff~ti~e networks ~as also  a~ailabl~: 
· Individual Mobility Grants for staff for teaching assignme.nts,  practical placements; staff. 
retraining and updating--and visits,  as well as Complementary Measures grants: for  the 
. extension to·th·e partner coUntries of European associations in higher education and other 
·  a'ctivities.  · 
-..,,  ~ 
Provision ·was. also made for -limitt~d. support for· Youth Activities and .related activities 
intended to improve young,people's awareness of  the European dimension. 
.  ~ .  .  . 
The national authorities concerned  established,~- N~tional: Tempus Office in each  ~f the . 
partner ; countries involved  full-time  in  ca_rrying  out  its·  country's  <;:mi.tribution  to  the 
implementation of the Sche~e. . 
2  See Section I. 3. of this Report for subsequent development of the Scheme. -3-
Bernreen May 1990 and July l993 the Task Force Human Resources, with the support of the. 
EC Tempus  Office3,  working  in  close  cooperation  with  the  national· authorities  of a 
continually increasing number of partner countries, carried out four selections· of Joint 
European Projects  targeted  to  meet the latter's specific  priorities- within the framework 
outlined above4. The last ofthese, the selection of spring 1993, was based upon a restricted 
call for applications as available budgets were used to cover the remaining costs of Joint 
European Projects begun in 1991/92 and 1992/93, wlth Albania, Estonia, Htingary, Latvia,  .· 
Lithuania able to accept only a very limited number of new proposals; and Bulgaria, the 
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland cancelling the call for applications. For Slovenia, the 
call for applications ,had remained open, but funds remainirig after covering the budgetaiy 
'overhang' of projects already accepted in the rnro  previous years proved insufficient to 
· allow funding of new projects. 
I. 3.  THE  COUNCIL  DECISION  OF  29 APRI-L 1993 .-A-DOFTING 
TEMPUS II 
Following an initial exchange o(views among the Education Ministers of the European 
Community in November 1992,  and  the  positive  opinion  of  the  European  Parliament 
rendered in March 1993,  the Council Decision adopting the second phase of the Trans-
, European  cooperation  Scheme  for  higher  education  (Tempus II)  was  taken  on 
29 April199.3.5 This Decision effectively continued the operation of the Tempus Scheme to 
the existing partne-r countries. and also extended it to the ,Republics of the former Soviet 
-lJnion  enabling  those  Republics  wishing  to  devote  a  part of  the  overall  funds  made 
available to them by the Community to participation in the Tempus Scheme. By the time of 
the selection carried out in early 1994 for academic year 1994/95 the participating Republi~:;s 
were Belarus,  Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,  Mold<:>va,  The Russian Federation, Ukraine  and 
Uzbekistan. 
3  The EC Tempus Office is an autonomous office of the European Cooperation Fund, which is contracted to assist 
the Commission of the European Communities in the implementation of t~e Tempus Scheme, 
4  The partner countries involved in the Scheme increased from the initial tw.o of May 1990 (Poiand and Hungarr) 
to a total of eleven by February 1992. In July i993, these were Albania, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, the Slovak 
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and Slovenia.  -
5  . OJ No L112/34, 6 May 1993. 
I 
! II.  OVERVIEW.OF TEMPUS. ACTIVITIES 1993 -'1994 
-- ' 
For ease of  exposition Tempus (Phare) and Tempus (Tacis) will be considered sqi(lrately. 
Tempus (Phare) 
11.1.  THE BUDGET. 
The overriding factor with regard to the budgetary mechariisn\s  governing the Tempus 
.- programme is 'that Tempus in the .eleven partner countries of Eastern and Central Europe 
forms part of  Phare. The critical factors are:  ·  · ·  ·  · 
• 
• 
the national Phare_ b-udget iS decided annually by the Commission: 
Within that 'national  budget,  the ·disposition of the  funds ,is  agreed  between  the.: 
national authorities concerned and the Commission in the framework of the Indicative · 
Programme  for  each  part~er. country.  The  .. proposition. of  the. budget ·allocated  to -
Tempus activities is set within these rules. 
The budget-forming process for Tempus activities in 1994/95 had to take into consiqeration 
that the seleetion of  spring 1994 would be thefirs~ of the srcondPhase of Tempus, ~d  the ·  . 
. first in which all partner countries a full call for  application~ would be made on the basis of , 
pluri-annuar funding (cf. §IV. :3.2.).  .  ·  · 
.  ·. 
A total budget  of .over 95.9- MECU was allocated for the year. 
II..2.- THE  ESTABLISHMENT -OF. NATIONAL  PRIORITIES  ANP 
PROCEDURE FOR PROJECT SELECTION 
Priorities have been established in order to fix Tempus clearly within a strategic  ,frame~_ork 
for higher e~ucation development within each country concerned and  ·to promote" synergy 
betWeen developments funded through Tempus and 'other activities supported within the 
Phare Programme ..  •  ·  ·.  ·  .  ' 
.  .  .  .  .  - ..  -
The priorities for implementa'tion of Tempus are the ~utcome of a process ·of consultation 
between the Commission and the authorities of each partner country. The priorities for· 
'1994/95-were elaborated in the first half of 1993 and published iii. the Guide for AppliciiiJts. 
In this war..-Tempus has been able to continue .to develop gr~·ater relev·an~e for the specific_ 
processes -of .e<;onomic and social reform in each partner country and also to establish a·  .. 
selection process which avoids frustra_tion of applicants by giving them more guidance in 
order to encourage their efforts only within the fields listed in  the Guide for ApPlicants. 
,·· -5:. 
Within the. Tempus allocation  provided  from.  its  Phare budget by_·  each of  the  partner 
countries, projects are selected for support within a co-decision making process whereby 
both th_e  Commission and the national authorities assess the quality of the projects, the 
Commission concentrating on the extent to which projects conform to the objeCtives and 
criteria of the rempus Scheme, and the national authorities judging first and  foremost their 
relevance to the priority needs of their country as they perceive them in the developing 
· situcition of the restructuring of their higher education systems. 
The final decision by the Commission to fund any given project is the outcome of a series of 
in-depth  discussions  of. convergent  assessments.  In  particular,  agreement  by  both  the 
respective National Tempus Office (often in consultation with national expert panels) and 
the  EC  Tempus  Office  that' an application  proposed  a  significant  contribution  to  the 
achievement of national Tempus priorities })as  been a  precondition for. an application's 
further progress through the 1994/95 selection procedure.  ' 
By following this procedure all parties seek to achieve, within the constraints on financial 
resources, the best possible balance of judgements, with reference to both quality factors 
arid respect for the priorities established by the countries to which the assistance is directed. 
Inevitably, although~ high proportion of applications for Joint European Projects conform 
to the various desiderata mentioned.  in the Guide for Applicants, jt is still only possible at the 
·end of the selection process to support a relatively low percentage of them. 
IL3.  JEP GRANT ACTIVITIES: RESULTS OF THE 1994 SELECTION 
PROCEDURE 
During the first half of 1994 the selection-took place of Joint European Projects beginning 
their activities with the commencement of the academic yeiu, 1994/95. The results of that 
selection round are as follows: 
Number of JEPs supported in 1994/95  464 
~ 
-
Number of new JEPs in 1994/95  239 
Number of JEPs renewed in 1994/95  225 
Number of new JEP proposals received in 1994  1,365 
- . 
Number of new JEP proposals in priority areas  975 
Total amounts avail<1ble for Tempus in 1994/95 from the Phare  95.9MECU 
budget '-
-6:-
11.3~1.  Analysis byiprio~tyar-ea 
Of the total of 1365 JEP  applications received, 975  (71%)  addressed issues desigriated as 
_  priorities by  __ the  national  authorities  of  the_ target'_ partner counhy.  Further  details  of · 
_  national priorities are available in§ III Phare Country reports.·_- -· 
II. 3.2.  Analysis  by  partner_ country,  EU  Member  State ·and  G24 
participant country 
'  ; 
II. 3.2.1.  Partner c_ountrypart4:ip_ation·, 
·-
InstitutionS iri ·partner co\mtries act as coordinators in 66.9%  of pr'Ojects  accepte<:f  in. the 
selection for  l994/9~. Institutions in the five partr1er countries whose national authorities 
have asked for the role of contractor to be open to institutions in. their respective countries 
together, account  for  32.2%  of  project. contractors  of projects  seiected ,m  tne  present 
'application round6.  - - '  -i, 
.- ----.,_  - '  - '  -
Detailed analysis of participation by Partner _countries in JEPs is provided in § III. 
II. 3.2.2.  Member, State participation 
,  .  I 
The  three  countries  participating  most 'in  projects  are  the  UK, ·Germany  and· France 
respectively. These countries, with Belgium, also take the leacj.  among Member States in -·· 
aCting  as  coordinators  and  contractors  of ·projects.  In  a  ~umber of  other  countries-
willingness to participate in the Scheme is not' matched by a willingness to undertake the 
responsibilities of coordinator or contractor of a project: In a number of countries where -
even participation rates have been particularly low· measures have been taken to encourage 
links with the partner countries by means of accelerated 'processing of applications from 
partner country academics for grants {orlndividuai Mobility In or~er.to undertake project-
preparation in the under-represented Member States (see§ II:  4.1. Special ACtion South).  -
.  .·  '  .  .  . 
· II. 3.2.3.  G24 participation _ 
.  .  .  - .  .  .  .  . 
17% of JEP applications in i992/93 {the last·full sall for applications) m:'volved participa11ts. 
from G24 cou~tries  ..  In the present selection round alone, just over 210  (15%)  applications 
involved _G24  countries, predominantly the Scandinavian countries,· Austria, Switzerland 
and the United States.  Only a  few  applications  were 'received m  which  institutions in. 
Australia,·Cana_da,'Japan, and-Malta-were named as· partners. A  total of_22  applidtions 
involved G24 participants:  as coordinators, ()f  which 18  were accepted  for -funding. Two 
. thirds of  these applications were coordinated by institutions in Sweden, the remainder by 
institutions in Austria or Finland. It is 'perhaps-significant that these are the three countries 
which have established funds to support participation in Tempus by their hlgher education'  _-
-establishment.  '  '  - -- ' '  -" 
6'  The p~oject coordinator is the' organisation res-ponsible  for coordinating the  a~tivities of the applican~/project 
consortium.  The contractor_is the organisation with_ contractual responsibility to the Commissic;m for the projei::t 
and is not necessarily also the coordinating institution:  · 
\  ~  .  .  ( 
.-- ·--7-
II. 3.3.  The JEP+ selection 
Thr~ ne~ categories of grant were made available within the Tempus Scheme  i,n  the 
academic  year 1993/94 two of which,  under  the new  rubrics  JEP+  and  CME+,  were 
intended to redress the mismatch between the needs reflected by national priorities and the 
response. to  those  needs in the form  of  initia.tives  offered .  by the  European  academic 
ci::nnmunity7• In the case of the JEP+  Action (for CME+ see §II. 5.1.), national authorities 
were  invited  to  define  priority  issues  as  a  basis  for  a  call  for  applications  to  which 
academics could respond with projects in a  form suitable for funding as Joint European 
·Projects  · (or  Complementary  Measures).  _The  JEP+  themes  proposed  concerned 
improvement of systems for managem~nt  of university finances and for library information 
services~ development of university international cooperation departments, development of 
dis.tance  education of European Studies. and of informatics  ~  higher education,. These · 
issues, for which applications were then invited, were listed in the Guide for -1-pplicants with 
more detailed terms of reference  available from  the  EC  Tempus Office  and  respective 
National Tempus Offices, and a first selection round for these projects took place in the first 
half of 1994.  · 
In total11 JEP+ projects were selected_ for funding and began their activities in the academic 
year 1994/95: 8 for Poland, and one each for Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and Romania at a 
total expected cost over the three years of their implementation of 4,195,415 ECU. 
II. 3.4.  Special action structural JEP: Eurofaculty 
.  . 
The first phase of activities under the aegis of the Eurofaculty Centre have begun with the 
training/updating (including langtfage preparation in English arid German) of academic 
staff and with the upgradi.Ii.g of existing libraries in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Courses 
are now being taught in the  partner universities in Tartu (EE), Riga (LTV) and Vilnius (LIT) 
by teams of teachers, each of which includes a member from a Wes~ern  partner-country (the 
partners are: Denmark, Finland, Germany and Sweden). At present, work is concentrated 
on  the  four  disciplines  of  law,  economics,  public- administration  and.  business 
administration: key areas to enable the eligible partner universities to become centres of 
expertise capable of contributing to the refomi. process. It is planned to extend the network 
in due course to universities in Russia (Kaliningrad and St Petersburg). 
The Centre will be a legally autonomous foundation financed by national donatior:t5, and by 
the Commission through the Tempus programme. The total budget for the first two years 
of operation amounts to an estimated 3.5 MECU including for the academic year 1993/94 a· 
total budget of 320,000 ECU allocated from the national Tempus budgets of the four partner 
countries  involved. (Estonia,  Latvia,  Lithuania and  Poland) within the  framework  of a 
. regional JEP to fund the preparatory work necessary and the activities of the first  phase. 
For 1994/95  a  further 360,000 ECU  has  been  allocated  from  the four  national  Tempus· 
budgets. 
7  The third is the JEN Action see§ II.3.5. \  J 
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.II. 3.5;  Joint European Ne~ork  selection'(JENs) 
' .  .  .  . 
The Joint European Network.  Action limnched.  in .1993, with the  fi~t gr~ts awarded in 
, early 1994, was designe<;l  to .allow the most successful already-completed Joint European .· 
Projects (i.e.  those 3-yeiir proje.cts fundeg in the first year of  participation of the partner 
countries which had been involved longest irLthe Tempus SCheme) over a period of up to 
. two years to maintain their networks, disseminate their results and offer ex_amples of good 
practice. Support fa,r theseactivities_in·1993/94 amounted to 769,005 ECU for 30 projects. 
..  . 
.  . 
II. 4. .  INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY GRANTS · 
Selecti~n procedures for aw~rd  of Indiyidual MobilityGrants are similar to those employed 
·for select~on of Joint European ProjeCts. However, Individuai Mobility Grants are awarded . · 
"  em the •  basis oLtwo selection rounds each 'year. Selection of  ·applications to be proposed to 
the Commission for funding is carried out by the EC Tempus Office for applicants within 
the EU seeking grants to travel to the partner countries; Applications to travel-from partner . 
countries to the EU are evaluated by the respective National Tempus Offices according. to 
standardised selection criteria. .  .  . 
In the two selection rounds of i993/94 a total of 1491 visits by.,individual university staff 
from partner countries were planned  'to institutions within the Coriunllriity at a total cost of 
3;573,752 ECU.  At the same time university staff within the Community were  awa~ded 
·  ·'  fundi.rlg of 561,188 ECU to make 629 visits to institutions within the partner countries  .. 
The number of grants awarded to 'Eu ap'plicants  W~S unusually.la~g~ (353)  in the first 
round of 1993/94 with applications perhaps being stimulated by the announcement ofthe . 
cancellation of ihe call for JEP applications by many countries in December i992 (see§ !.2.) 
·as potential  project  partners  -~ought alternative  sources  of  funding within Tempus  for 
developing contacts, and  cooperation. 
During ,the first half of i994 the selection took place fo~ the award of Individual Mobility 
GrantsJor cangidates planning to begin their activities with the corruriencement  of  the 
academic  year  1994/95  (1994/95  round 1).  A  total o£- 71,170 ECU  was  disbursed  for · 
64 grants for visits to the. partner  ·countries after receipt of 195 applications. At the same 
time a  further 1,772,120 ECU .was awarded· to 589  of the 978  applicants in the partner _ 
countries wi~hing  to travel to the European Community. 
I,I. 4.1.  'Special Action South' 
A  sp~iaf  action took place in 1993' designed to pr~mote cooperation betwee_n  trye  partner 
countries  an_d  Member States  _under-represented  in· Joint  European  Projects· currently . 
funded (Ireland, Italy, PortUgal and Spain). The Action took the.form of Ind.ividual Mobility 
Grants to enii.ble. academics from the partner  co~ntries to t!avel  ~to the above Member States 
in- order  to  consult, about  preparation  of JEPs;  Applications  for  the  SpeCial  Action, 
announced in-April1993, were submitt~d for the ustia1IMG second-roi.tnd closing date of/ 
15 June 1993~ but with an accelerated selection process car~ied out  by the National Tell\pus 
Offices (using the existing  st~dard procedures and criteria). Successful candidates were 
.!._:,• 
'_j 
.I .  --
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thus able to commence their visits-between 1 September and 31 December of the same. year, 
thereby allowing preparation and submission of JEP applications by the next closing date 
for applications on 31 January 1994. 
A total of 112 Special Action South Grants were awarded at a total cost of 116,265 ECU. 
II. 5  .  COMPLEMENTARY MEASURES 
. In 'the two selection rounds of 1993/94 a total of 19 grants (af a total cost of 188,595 ECU) 
were awarded to Associations in order allow extension of academic networks to Eastern 
and Central Europe, or for publications, studies and surveys where these directly promoted 
the aims of Tempus as stimulants and facilitators of  cooper~tion. Selection procedures were 
analogous to those employed for JEPs.  · 
'  -
During th~  ·first half of 1994 the selection took ·place of Comple~entary  Measures ~rejects 
to begin their activities with the commencement of the academic year 1994/95 D994/95 
round 1). Twenty nine applications were received, of which 14 were funded at a  cost-of 
147,825 ECU. 
During 19_94 the decision was taken to deveJop proposals for restructuring the Action. :rhe 
new Action, to be launched in 1995/96, is designed to be more closely targeted <;m strategic 
issues related to higher education in the partner coun,tries with support for planning within· 
higher education institutions, for measures aimed at dissemination of the achievements of 
JEPs w_ithin  a particular subject area, and for higher education policy making at national 
level. 
II. 5.1.  CME+ 
During 1993 to coincide with the jEP+ action, aCME+ '(c.f. § II. 3.3.) was launched as an 
additional means by which to give support to particular priorities for higher education 
reform at national level, as defined by the authoriti,es in the respective partner countries. 
A special tender procedure w~  devised on the basis of detailed terms of reference available 
from the EC  Tempus Office and respective National Tempus Offices from October 1993. 
- A total of '8  such projects (one each for  Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, LatVia and Romania, 
·and two for Poland) were financed-in 1994 at a total cost of 269,120 ECU.- · 
fn  particular the CME+  projectS aimed at providing technical assistance and support to 
national  authorities  in  the  field  of higher education policy development. m Latvia,  for 
example,  the  CME+  action  supported  a  feasibility  study  for  the  integration  with  the 
universities of the research institutes of the Latvian academy of sciencesr while in Poland a 
CME+  project  offered  advice  to  the  Polish  Ministry  of 'National' Education  abot1t 
organisation of a national higher education accreditation centre.  · 
'  --10 -· 
II~ 6.  .  YOUTH EXCHANGE ACTIVITIES 
In 1993/94; as in previous years, a  limited amount of' funding ~as· available for  youth  . 
.  exchange~ and  related activities  inv~lvipg .organised  ctiltural  interactions  intended  to . 
pro\Tid'e  opportunities ·  f~r . young  people  (15-25  years  old)  normally ·outside  higher · · 
.  equcation to participate in a fUrOpean experience. , ·  , 
..  '  '  ,'\  ·.  , .. 
I. 
A  tot~l d.114projects-·~er~· aUocated  futtd~ totalling 1,112,464 ECU  in the two selection  -
rounds of1993/94.  ·  ·  · 
During the first  half cif 1994 'the  selection  took place  of YEX  projeets  beginning their 
. activities m  September 1994  (1994/95 roundl). Thirty two projects }"ere  proposed  for 
funding from a total o£124 applications, with a total all9(:atio~ of 272,102 ECU.  · 
In ~ddition to these projectS the PolisnYouth Pilot ·r;roject actions, launched-with a single  · 
selection roun<;lin 1992/93, was continued in. 1993/94. Support for 33  of .these innovative 
projects with local impact and managed by t.,.e young participants them5el;ves amounted to 
578,400 ECU in the seleetion round pfJanuary 1994.  The success rate of 50% in the latter 
selection  was·'  more  than  twice  that  of  the 'prevfous  selection ' round:  a fact  largely 
· _attributable fo  the intensjve ~formation campaign waged by the Polish National Tempus . 
.  Offic~. $econdment. of .  a  member. of the  EC Tempus  Office  to  the  Pohsh  NTO  from, 
.. September 1993-to the end of February 1'994 also contributed to this work. An additional 
selection roun'd in August 1994, for which 41 applications were received, brought the Pilot 
ProjeCts Into the familiar pattern of two selection rounds per year.  ·  ·· 
II. 7.'  ··MONITORING ACTIVITIES 
,· 
'  I  •  '  '  •  •  ,  . 
The CommiSsion maintained a  full ,programme .of  internal monitoring procedures for  all 
'Tempus  a~tions, carrying put detaileqsurveys and analyses of a number of relevant aspects 
- ·(situation  in  the  different  partner. countries,· the  different  priority  areas,  Community 
: involvement, G24 involvement etc.).o(projects supported in the preyious selection round. 
The orga:n'isation and implementation ()f  an  intensi~e programme of site  ~isits begt,m in' 
1992/93 continued during the period uncier report, a:nd  involv:ed a  total,of36visits .to  a 
· :·. repres~ntative_sample of ongoing Jofut European P~ojec~s throughout the partner countries: 
The  monitoring  of  projects  included  ,two, different  visits,  one  tci  the  partner  country 
institution involved, concentrating on the progress made towards the realisation of the 
objectives set, and a  financial audit carried out at the contracting institution. .  . 
I  '.  •  •,  .  •  •  -
. -An important new component of this activity. was the irriple~e~tati~n of seven 'institutional 
yisits' intended to assess the impact on the selected institutions of their participation in ·. 
Tempus  . .The visit team was particularly interested·toinvestigate the possibility· of synergy_ 
between projects and hciw  the,ensembl~of projects contributed to the-overall development·· 
strategy of the institutions.  ·,  ·  ·  .  ' 
A· rep'ort. settin'g out .the  main ·results  of  the  Site ViSit Progral'nrrie  carried. out  in' the 
acaciem.ic ye<U 1993/94  Will be published  . 
.  ·~. 
.., 
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The findings and experience acquired from these visits, which were led by the Co~iSsion, 
assisted by the National Tempus Offices of the countries concerned, and involved teams of 
academic experts from both the Member States and Ceittral and Eastern Europe,  have 
contributed to the refinement of procedures within the programme, to·-the  progress of 
projects  visited,  and,  it  is  hoped,  to ··the  strategic  thinking  of  those  responsible  for . 
administration of higher education in the partner countries. 
II. 7.1.  Phare partner country monogr:apbs 
During the course of 1994 work began on a series of s~dies  of the impact of Tempu.s iri the 
seven (in the first instance) of the eleven  countries eligible to participate in Tempus (Phare) 
s'ince September 1991: Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Poland, the Slovak 
Repuplic and Slovenia. The first of these studies, written under contract to the EC Tempus 
Office, examines the impact of Tempus in the Slovak Republic and has been published in 
· early 1995.  · 
Tempus (Tacis) · 
II. s.·  THE BUDGET 
The total budget available to Tempus (Tacis)  in 1993/94 for project finance amounted to 
3.42MECU.  .  . 
.  In 1994/95 a total of 21.73 MECU was made available foi: project finance. 
II. 9.  THE  PRE.:JEP  STRATEGY  AND  THE  ESTABLISHMENT  OF 
PRIORITIES 
Tempus II  activities commenced with. the academic year 1994/95. In order to be able to 
implement  viable  Tempus  (Tacis)  Joint  European  Projects  at  that  time,  the  Commission 
1;1ndertook preliminary action in 1993/94, by financing one-year Pre-Joint European Projects 
(Pre-JEPs).  These  concentrated  on  preparatory  mobility  of  staff  between  universities 
planning coo'peration on an institutional level at a  later date (e.g.  study and information 
. gathering visits,  preparation of instituti<?nal  cooperation,  staff updating and retrairung, -
teaching assigrunents etc.).  · 
The countries eligible  for  these  pre-programme  phase activities  for  the  academi~ ·year 
1993/94  were  Belarus,  the  Russian  Federation,  and  Ukraine.  Eligible  partners  in the 
beneficiary countries were restricted to one university per project, while in the. EU. two to 
three higher education institutions could participate. One institution from a non-EU (G24) 
country could also participate. -12-
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hu:manities.and social sciences· 
political sciences and eConomics (not foCusing_ on business/management) 
· mode~Europeanlanguage5  (not focusing onliteratu~e or  linguistiCs) 
improvement of university management. 
The Co~ission  also decided, in view of the overall aims of the Tads Prbgramm~, .that 
particular conside~ation would be giveh to projectS  relevant to the fields  of agriculture, 
energy and transport;  '  · 
By encouragi,ng the preliminary mobility er:tvisaged  in thls ,pre-programme phas~, within 
·  · the perspective of a planned cooperation~  between iristitutions, the Commission sough~ to 
.. rr1cct -th.:  ri~  fvr .. t!-1c  re-cstabli~!-utl€rlt o.f contacts  bc~v;eerl ~~adcrrJcs iri  the  !"~IS  (r-~~;y·"·!y 
Independent States)  and their counterparts in' the Coirununity while  at the same time- · 
recognising the vah.ie of support to institutional development as  the_ optirtuim means of · 
maximising the impact-of Tempus in the NIS:  ·  ·  · 
Consortia completing their. one-year pre-JEPs  we~e offered the opportUnity to apply for 
ftulding for three-year Joint European Projects aiming at either review and improvement of 
university  management  at· .  the  eiigible  institution·. of  the _  pre-JEP  consortium  or  at 
n!structUring·and development of degree courses and their content {including assistance· in 
the cre;ttioh of new· Institutions,- faculties and ·curricula and _the  necessary management 
structure for the implementation of courses)  ..  The application deadlirie was 15 June 1994. · 
A second :call  for  applications  Jor  pre-JEPs  'was  also  held  in  early  1994  (deadline 
28 Apri11994).  At their rei::piest  Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova and Uzbekistan  we~e.  ·· 
included' in the latte·r calL  ·  '· 
·II. 10  .. : SELECTION PROCEDURE 
.  ·..  '  '  . 
A four stage selection procedure was employed: . 
•- .. A technical·evaltiation w~  carried out  by, the EC Tempus Office. 
•  On the basis of the technical assessment the Commissions' prqvisional ,list of projects 
'proposed for support was drawn up.  . 
· •  Acad~mic .experts  from both the European Union  and  the  partner  ~ountries. were 
.  consulted about·a]l applications. 
•  Th~  final decision with r~g~r~ to fin.:mce was taken by the Commission  .. 
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IL 11.  RESULTS  OF THE 1993  (PRE-JEPS)  AND THE 1994  (PRE-JEPS 
AND JEPS) SELECTION ROUNDS  . 
The overall results of the pre-JEP and JEP selections can  be shown in table forln. as follows: 
Country  Pre-projects  . Budget  Pre-projects  Full-scale  ·Budget  Total 
1993/94  1993/94  1994/95  projects  1994/95  spending 
-(MECU)  1994/95  (MECU)  per country 
(MECU) 
Belarus  8  0.38  5  4  2.10  2.48 
Russia  57  2.54  39  20  15.37  17.91  -
Ukraine  12  0.50  10  4  . 3.32  3.82 
.. 
Kazakhstan  9  0.37  o:37 
Kyrgyzstan  2  0.09  0.09 
Moldova 
- 5  0.23  0.23 
Uzbekistan  6  0.25  0.25 
I  T~tal  77  3.42  76 ..  28 
'  21.73  25.15 
*  In addition to the 76 pre-projects newly selected in 1994/95, 50 one year pre-projects 
st;:trted in 1993/94 were receiving support in 1994 and will be eligible to apply for full-
scale projectgcants in 1995 (Belarus:· 5; Russian Federation: 37; Ukraine: 8) 
Pre-projects  · Pre-projects  Full-Scale projects 
1993/94  . 1994/95  1994/95 
Humanities and Social  - 29  13  7 
Sciences, including Law  -




Modern European  16  15  5 
Languages 
Improvement of University  ·18  18  6 
Management  · 
Others  0  5  0 
-
Total  77  '?6  27 
/ II. 11.1.  Analysis bypriority area 
Of the 26-i pre:-}EP applications received in the 1993i94 s~lection round 222  address~d the 
i5sues designated as priorities. · 
In the  1994/95  Selection' round  of 408 Pr~JEP applications,  3~5 addressed  qesignatt~d 
priorities, with applications in Economics; University Management and Modem European 
Languages together constituting  more than half of all applica~on5.  . .. 
For  those  partner countries  participating  for  the  first  time  (Kaza~~an,- Kyrgyzstan, 
Moldova and Uzbekistan) applications in all fi~lds were con5idered for funding. 
For 'the JEP selection of co~rse, where the call for  applicatioris was restricted to e;dsting 
pre-JEP consortia, all but one application complied with priority requirements~ 
.  .  :  '  ::.'  ' 
II. 11..2.  .  · Analysis by partner cou~try and EU Member State· 
In the 1993/94 pr~JEP  selection the distribtition of succe~ful projects between the partner 
countries was as follows: Belarus, 8; Russian Federation, 57; U:kr~ine,i2. The 264 applications·· 
received· were targeted at the t:tvee countries in roughly the same proportion. This balance 
·was  ~ai11tained in the 1994/9Sj'EP selection when, of  the 28 applications funded from those 
s'ubmitted  by  the  1993/94 pre-JEP ·consortia;  4  were_  for  Belarus,  20  for  the  Russian 
Federation and 4 for the Ukraine.  .  .·_, 
·The 1994/95. pre-JEP  selection  rou~d, in which  Kazakhstan,. Kyrgyzstan,  Moldova  imd, 
. Uzbekistan·  participa~ed for  the· first. time,  the  above_ pattern for  Belarus,  the  Russian 
'Federation, and Ukraine was maintained but together these three countries accounted for 
-more than 86% of the to~al number ofapplications received.  · 
.  -
..  Following information .missions to regional universiti~ in  B~laru.s, the Russian Federation 
and  U:krain~ carried  out' in  early  1994,  the  1994/95  project.  selections.  resulted~ in  a 
. ·significantly ~etter regional distribution of  projects..  . 
As  far  as  Member .  States  are  concerned,  little  can  be  cortcluded  from  the  pattern  of 
participation  in  the  199_>3/94  selection  round  because of  the  ti:mln~- of' its  launch. 
Applications were prepared -during the vacation by those aca'demics  still  f~ee. to  do.  so. 
Institutions irl, France, Germany,' the Netherlands and the UK were  the most. active  in  . 
coordination o'fprojects (coordination was not open to partners in the partner ccmntries). 
'  '  '  '  I 
.  ,  I 
In. the 1994/9S pre-:JEP  selectio~.  a more balanced Jpicture.  e~erges: Particip~tion by  t~ose .. 
Member  States  least  represented· in  the  previous  selection  doul_>led  while  in  the  JEP. 
selection repreSentation of the same countries improved from a·IO% participation in the 
1993/94 pre-JEPs to one of 16% Hi th_e JEPs subsequently developl!d. A series of i..nfo'nnation· 
campaigns in those countries leastrepresented in 1993/94is likely to have been a significant 
factor in the improved geographiCal distributi<;m of  pr~~JEP  participatio~ in 1994/95: ·  . 
. .J 
\  -/ 
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Information and coordination activities 
II. 12.  INFORMATION  .  ACTIVITIES  FOR  TEMPUS  (PHARE)  AND 
TEMPUS (TACIS) 
A leaflet was. puJ:>lished in the nine languages giving a brief outline of the Scheme. 
.  '/  . 
More detailed information materials published during the period under report were of two . 
kinds: those aimed at users of the Scheme (the Guides for Applicants) and those designed 
for  the more specialised audience  C!f  the  institutions of the European Community,  the 
Member States, the National Tempus Offices, Phare Coordinators and other institutions in 
the partner countries (Phare), and the media (the two Annual Reports)  . 
.A new edition of the Guide for  Applicants and application. forms for Tempus (Phare) was 
prepared in a new format and distributed in the nine Community languages. The Guide's 
revised format with separate booklets for each of the Tempus (Phare) Actions, a  general 
introduction  and  separate  booklet  giving  details  of  national  priorities  of  the  partner 
countries priorities, was designed to provide essential information to users with enhanced 
clarity but without loss of comprehensiveness. 
Separate  Guides  were issued  for  the  Pre-JEP  phase of Tempus (Tacis)  and  for  Tempus · 
(Phare) Youth Activities were also prepared in the nine languages, while for the Polish Pilot 
Project scheme for Youth Activities a Guide  with application forms was.prepared in four 
languages (DE, EN, FR, IT).  . 
A  Compendium  of  all  Tempus  (Phare)  Joint  European  Projects  and Complementary 
Measures projects running in 1993/94 was published in the autumn of 1993,  followed .by 
the  AnnWJl  Report  covering  activities  of  the  Scheme· in  the  period  1 August1992  to 
31.July 1993.  A  second Compendium giving details of the first Tempus .(Tacis)  pre-JEPs 
appeared in Spring 1994.  .  . 
·An additional document, appearing for the first time, was the Site  Visit Programme AnnWJ[ 
Report 1992/93 giving details of the first stages of the Site Visit Programme's quality audit 
of ~em  pus (Phare) (cf. §II. 7.). 
(A full list of Tempus publications is given in annex). -16-
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II. 13;  COORDINATION ACTIVITIES 
Tempus (Phare) 
· Cooperation between the Commission and the National Tempus Offices established .in the  · 
. capital cities of the partner countries continued to inten5ify during the period under report.: 
The regular consultation with the Commission and the ECTempus Office through bilateral 
and joirit discussions on· operational matters such as preparation of  selection procedures 
.and infornl.ation  activitie~ continued to be a key feature of cooperation and a  focus  for-
.  coordination activities: . - ·  ·  · 
••••  1 
Of particular importance has  ~een the  pivotal  role of the  National Tempus Offices  in· 
ensuring smooth liaison betwe~n the Commission and their national authorities in relatioll 
· to the definition of national Tempus priorities and also with their Phare coordinators ip  th~ 
preparation of  the budget discussions with the Commission: . '  ·  , ,  .. -
'.  . 
-The role of the Nat~omil Tempus Offices themselves hcb continued to devel~p. So~e have 
added to their' responsibilities in relation to_ the organisation of  Site visits to JEPs in ·their 
. countries,  not  only  __ by undertaking for  the  first  time  in  1993/94 ·the  organiSa.tion  of 
institutional visits, but also by instituting .Visit programmes of their own to complem~nt  the 
. visit programme coordinated from the EC Tempus Office. Their_o.rganisational role and the 
_participation of their staff in the 'latter made an  important contribution .to  this aspect of. 
'  _  . , monitormg (cf. §II. 7 ):  ·  ·  ·  ·· 
In  addition the  Tempus .Offices  have  undertaken a· variety  of  activities,  among  them 
production- of  puplications · and  organisation  of  workshops,  aimed  at  disseminating 
throughout their respec~ive countries both the achievements of. Tempus projects and· good 
practice within projects.  .  . 
Cooperatiqn between the Nati<;>nal  Tempus Offices  and  the  EC Tempus  Offiee  became 
increasingly reciprocal in its _function,  with the secondment of a  member of EC Tempus· 
OffiCe  staf~ to the National Tempus Offiee in Warsaw to assist with the Youth-Activities 
Pilot-Projects Scheme, and of ·a  .second EC  Tempus Office staff member to  ..  the Natiomil 
· . Tempu5 Office in Sofia to participate in- iruormation, training and dissemination activities, 
·  Nation~l Tempus  Office  staff· meanwhile  have  attended  a  series  o~  training- sessions 
intended to improve understan~ing  of the detai~  of ECTempus Offie~_procedures  .and, in a 
·  w:ider"'perspective,  to  contribute to improved  ~ooperation through  reinforcemenr of  a 
common workipg culture.  ·  · 
Te~pus(Tacis) 
During the course oh993/94 a small  office was established in Moscow, with one Bruss~ls­
appointE~~  staff  member  and  locally  appointed  secretarial . support,  to  facilitate . 
implementation of  Tempus  (Tacis)  in  the Russia!\ Federation  and Newly Independent 
States.  ·  .  .  · 
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III.·PHARE COUNTRY REPORTS 
In additio~ to the 'material provided in the-following country reports the reader's attention 
is drawn to the following publications: 
•  The Tempus monograph series (see II. 7.1.). 
•  Joint European Projects  1990~93 (Prague: 1994, <:zech National Tempus Office). 
•  EvalUlltion  of the Hungarian ·eiperience of the  Tempus  Program  1990-93  (Budapest: 1994, 
Hungarian National Tempus Office). 
•  Report on  the implementation of the Tempus  (Phare)  Programme 1990/91-1993/94 (Warsaw: 
1994, Polish National Tempus Office). 
•  Report on  the results of the first  series of Tempus  Projects:  JEP  1990-93  (Bratislava:  1994, 
Slovak National Tempus Office)._ 
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III. 1~  ALBANIA 
III. 1.1.  Budget 
Albania joined the Tempus Scheme in the academic year 1992/93 and by the end of 1993/94 
h~d  benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 6.19 MECU. 
III. 1.2.  Projects 
By  the end  of 1993/94 awards had  been  made for  Albanian  participation  in 13  Joint 
European Projects, 4 Complementary Measures Grants and 2  Youth Exchange projects, 
while 226 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for travel between Albanian and 
EU higher education institutions. 
III.1.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
Engineering. Teehnolosy & 
lnfonnatics 21% 
Other (iDC. cduc.atiOGJt.eacher 
lrioioing)7% 
Agriwltu~  &:  Food Scienc:c: 
29% 
Hum&niues 7% 
Management and Busineu 
14% 
Medical Sciences IS% 
Mathematics 7% 
III. 1.2.2.  Perspectives in 1994/95 
' 
0  Soci&l Scoct'<., 
m~  .. 
0  Hunw.Noa 
In  the  selection  round  completed  in  June  1994,  funding  was  awarded  to  5 new  Joint 
European Projects, and 147 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for  travel between 
Albanian and  EU  higher education  institutions  (first  of tw(!  IMG  selection  rounds  for 
1994/95). 
No  Complementary  Measures  Grants  or  Youth  Exchange  projects  were  funded  in 
June 1994, the first of two selection rounds for  the academic year 1994/95. However, one 
CME+ project was selected for funding. . UI. 1.3. 
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I 
Reflection  of Albanian· priorities  in .the  projects  accept~d ·in 
1994/95 
- .  -
In the 1994/95 JEP selection the following areas have been defined as priorities for Albania: 
~  Development of  ~eio  ~urricula in the areils of biotechnology and environmental studies.·  -. 
This area has' been covered by 2 newly acceptedprojects. One of the5e projects aims at. ..  -·· 
the creation of an· environment dption for the trairiirig of engineers in the third, fourth. · 
and fifth  year at the Polytechiuc University of_ Tirana, while the other aims at the 
upgrading  of  the  curriculum  in  biotechitology  and  environmental  sciences  in 
12 differentfields 'of. study in biology atthe Universi'ty of Tirana. 
· :~  Updating and retraining of  tellchers in the  ~reas of  tourism, and finance.and  ba~king, 
..  This  area is covered by two projects. _One  of them aims  at  teacher training, . and 
· development of .  courses and management training programmes in tourism and the 
hotel trade at 2 Albanian universities (University of  Tirana and Polytechrlic U,nivers.it"f 
of Korea). The other one aims at the development of a one-year postgraduate
1course in 
._  bankfug at the. University of Tirana.  ·  · 
.  .  ·.  '  .  -
~  Introduction of practical training and ·the updating of medicine and veterinary medicine courses 
at pre-Clinical/first cycle jevel.  ·  · 
This area is represented by one project aiming at the modernisation of the Faculty of. 
Medicille at the University of  Tirana, including restructuring of Jrtedical studies from 
-undergraduate to practitioner doctorate level with regard to course·cohtent,laboratory' 
equipment and teacher trairung.  . 
All the Albanian priorl.ty areas have been covered by the newly accepted JEPs. 
III. 1.4. .  Geographical distribution of JEPs  : 
Four of the seven Albanian higher.~ducation institutions ·were participating in JEPs in 1994, 
One application in the 1994/9S.selection round was submitted by aJ:l Albanian coordinating 
institution, but was not accepted for funding. -20-
III. 2. .  BULGARIA 
III. 2.1.  Budget 
Bulgaria joined the Tempus Scheme in the academic  year 1991/92 and by the end of 
1993/94 had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 30.63 MECU. 
III. 2.2.  Projects 
By  the  end of 1993/94 awards had  been  made for  Bulgarian participation  in  80 Joint 
European Projects, 35 Complementary Measures Grants and 28 Youth Exchange projects, 
while 564 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for travel between Bulgarian and 
EU higher education institutions. 
III. 2.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
McdSc:i 
Architecture. Urbaa/Regiooal  S'll>  Soc: Sci 







Food Sci  S'll> 
Mloa&emeDland Business I  S'll> 
Hu1n1.111itiea  l«J, 
Pe~spectives in 1994195 
II  SociaJScieDC< 
.Humuilia 
•  Nonnl S<IIMahematia 
1B  t..oo~ 
E3  QUa (iDe.  ~CM.ioGJt.eachet train.an&) 
10)  Apiculue aad ~  Scacnce 
II  ArchiBture, ~egiona.l  PtanDing 
II  Mcdi<al S<;...,.. 
In the selection  round  completed  in  June 1994,  funding  was awarded  to  32 new Joint 
European Projects, and 80 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for  travel  between 
Bulgarian· and EU  higher education institutions (first  of two IMG  selection  rounds for 
1994/95). 
Four  Complementary  Measures  Grants  (including  one  CME+  project)  and  2 Youth 
Exchange  projects  were funded  in  J~e 1994,  the first  of two selection  rounds  for  the 
academic year 1994/95. Jl 
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III. 2.,3.  Reflection of_ Bulgarian priorities  in the  projects  accepted  for 
1994/95  . 
In the 1994/95 JEP seiection the following areas have been defined as priorities for B~l~aria: .. 
'Introduction  of  i~terdiscipliruzry  studies  in.  c~operation  with  more  than· one  Bulgarian 
university, specifically:  ·  .  _  .  .  ·  ·  ~. 
•  :widening  the  perspective  of  the  technical  universities  by ·  ir.troducirig · non-
techni~al subject;areas_(e.g. humanities, economics, social sciences etc.);·  .·  . 
..  . introduction of modern Wo~~tion  technology ifl  the fac~Ities of humaruties ffi·  .  · 
universities;  ·  · 
development of inter-university  centre~ to·  assist in the  introduc~ion ~f a  ~ore 
·  interdise'iplinary eleme11t in higher education institutions.  ·  .  ·.  ':  ·  · .  ·  · 
• 
. This broad  are~  -has been covered by 15 ·(nearly a half of all. new Bulgariah JEPs)  newly .. 
·accepted projects. For example, this area (and the area of development ofqpen and distance 
learning:  on a post-graduate level, see priorities below) is-represented by a project aiming at 
the establishment oflm Innovation Centre for  open and distance  learning .at the Open 
Faculty of the Higher Institute of Mechanical  and ·Electrical  Engineering in Sofia  using 
inult4nedia methods and preparing new teaching materials for at least 13 interdisciplinary 
subjects. The project. is  coordinated J:>y  the Sofia  partner institution  ~d  it inyolves .  the 
University of Plovdl.v as well as ~  EU partner institutions.  ·  · 
-?- .·In addition, priOrity has. been givenJo projects with the following  objectiv~es: 
• 
• 
I'  .. 
modernisation ·of. curricula  to  European  st~ndards  · ainling ·at the ihtemational· 
·recognition of Bulgarian degrees (covered by 5 newly accepted projects, examples 
·presented below while discussing target disciplines); ·  ·  · 
initial training r;>f. secondary  -school teachers and retraining of. higher· education 
teaching staff (covered by 4 newly accepted projects, examples presented below); 
deveiopment of' continuing education and open and distance learning on a post-
graduate ·level  (covered  by  10  newly accepted· projects,  exampJes  presented 
below);  ·  ·  ·  ·· 
in the following subject areas: 
. • · ·  Materials science 
This area has been co~ered by 3 newly accepted projects, e.g. one of them aims at the 
creation  of. ne"X  curricula  in  polymeriC  materials  science  for  undergraduate  and 
postgraduate. students and continuing education of secondary school  teachers  and 
specialists frorh industry at the Higher In~titu.te of Chemical Technology in Sofia. 
•  _<;ene_ral practitioner education and health care 
This area has been covered by 4 newly accepted projects, e.g. one of them aims at the 
.  establishment  of an  university  centre  for  interdisciplinary ·studies  in  the  field  of 
biochemistry,  clinical  chemistry;  clinical  and  molec'ular' immunology  and  genetics 
aimmg at grad_uate anJ postgraduate students at theSofia :University. -22-
•  · Agriculture  :and agri~lt:ural economics 
This area has been covered by 2 newly. accepted projects, e.g. one of them aims at the  ··  · 
development  and  implementation  of  vocationally ..  oriented  mtegrated  short 
programmes  in  agricultural. ~usifless,  marketing  systems  and  environmental  and. 
animal  welfare for~university undergraduate students and for professionals.·  · 
•  Environmental proteetion 
\ 
This area has been covered by 6 newly accepted projects! e.g: one project aims at the 
int~oduction  of  a  new  interdisciplinary  postgraduate  course )n  environmental 
•protection and sustainable development, leading to a· Masters  Degree at European 
level,  development of curricula to . western  ~tandards leading to an 4tternationally 
recognised. degree, at the development of industry'-university collaboration  for  the 
effective diss~mination  of expertise to Bulgarian enterprises~ The project involves two . 
Bulgarian universities (Higher Institute_ of Chemical Technology. in SOfia  and Higher. 
InstitutE!!  of Economics and Finance 'D.A. Tsenov' in Svishtovf as well as a-"Bulgarian 
enterprise and EUpartner institutions.·  ·  · 
•  Social  and economic  sciences  relating. t~  s~ial and  economic  changes· (Le.  social 
psychology, minority integration,' political science) .. 
This area has been 'covered by 2 newly accepted projects. One of these projects illms.  at-the 
development  and  implem~tation . of  three  postgraduate  programmes  .(in  busineSs 
. iflformatics, computatioi)Cll liDguistics and cognitive.science),.an undergrad_uate programme  · 
'in information sciences, and two other curricula (one for information teehnologysupport i.r1 
sodal sciences and the other one in htimani.ties) at 8 Bulgarian universities. 
•  · European law and European studies. 
This area has· been covered by 2 ne~iy ac:cepted ·projects, one of which aims at the · 
creation of an Inter-University Centre for postgraduate European Studies· attached to 
-the · Cen!re  of  .  European· Studies  in  Sofia  inCluding  the  elaboration  and  the 
establishment of a  one-year postgraduate course  as  well as  the establishment of a . 
·group of European Units in Bulgarian univers,ities. 
.  . 
•  . · Modern European languag~s · 
This area has been  covered by 2 newly accepted projects, one of. them aiffiing at the - · 
production of· a  regional team of trainers for inter-active methodologies o{ language 
teaching and establishment of a regional network in East Bulgaria for the teaching of 
English, Spanish and other target European ·languages for  bot1i.  i..njtial  and in~seivice 
.  teacher training. The project involves two Bulgarian universities: Free University of 
Bourgas and i-Iigher Pedagogical Insti~te 'Konstantin Presla~ski' in Shoum~n, as well 
as British, German and Spanish partner institutions.  ·  · 
'  '  .  . 
All  Bulgarian  priorities  have. been  covered  by  the  newly  accepted  projects,  both  the 
struCtural requirements. (e.g.  modernisation of curricula to European standards) and the 
:t<uget disc_iplines (e,g. environmentalprotection); In many cases one newly accepted project 
. covers more than one priority area listed for Bulgaria·: 
III. 2.4.  . Geographical distribution 
There ~re 73 ~ulgarian instito.tions,located in 20 different towns, involved in JEPs running 
.  in 1994/95. 40 of these institutions (55%)  are located in Sofia. Varna and Pl9vdiv are .the 
· other towns, ~part from th~ capital, well represented in the running JEPs. 
;1, .. 23 .. 
III. 3.  CZECH REPUBLIC 
III. 3.1.  Budget 
The Czech Republic, first as part of the Czechoslovak Federal State and since January 1993 
as  a  separate entity  has  participated  in the  Tempus Scheme  since  the  academic  year 
1990/91. By the end of 1993/94 the Czech Republic had benefited from an estimated total 
investment in the Scheme of more than 34 MECU8. 
III. 3.2.  Projects 
By the end of 1993/94 awards had been made for Czech participation in 114 Joint European 
P!"!:';~t!:,  38 C!:'T-FleT-e~t~!J'  Me~!:'..!res  Gra~ts, 47  Y0"•~ Exch.a  ..  11ge  Frojects  a~d !0  J0!..11t 
European Networks, while 912 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for  travel 
between the Czech Republic and EU higher education institutions. 
III. 3.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
Environmental Sci 
10% 
Medical Sci 7% 
Other 7% 
Agriculture & Food 
Sci 3% 

















Management ond Business 





(£]  Engineering. Technology & Informatics 
0  A  It &Design 
!3  Language& 
m AgriaJit""' & Food Sciences 
1m  Other (inc. educationlleacber lroining) 
IS  Medical Sciencea 
Ill  Environmental Sciences 
• 
Archi1e<111re & Utban/Regional Planning 
8  The estimate has been made on the customary basis of division of funding according to the relative sizes of the 
populations of the Czech Lands and Slovakia, i.e. in a ratio of 2:1. \ 
.  \ 
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III. 3.2.2.  _  Perspectives in 1994195 
In the selection  round  completed  in June 1994,  funding  was  awarded  to  15 new Joint '-
European Projects (incluaing 1 JEP+), and 40 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for· 
travel between Czech and EU  higher education inStitutions (first  of  two IMG  selection 
rounds for 1994/95).  .
0 
•  •  • 
Fotir Complementary. Measures Grants and 2 Youth' Exchange  pr~jects \\'ere  ~ded in .. 
June 1994, the  first of two selection rounds for the acadelnic year 1994/95. 
.  .  .  '  . 
III.3.3.  _·  Reflection of Czechpriorities in the projects accepted-in 1994/95 
~  •,  •  '  •  '  I 
In the :1994/95 JEP selection the following areas have been defined as  priorities for  the 
Czech Republic: 
-?- Economics in the tUeas of: 
•  agricultural eco~omics  (1 projects accepted); 
•  instruments of market economy (1 project accepted); 
•  public relations and II\<li'keting (3 projects accepted). 
..  .  - .  .  .  . 
This area has been covered by 5 newly accepted projects. For example, one ~f these projects 
aims  at  the _  creation  of  necessary  conditions  for  the  integration  of  Prague School  of 
Economics  (the  project's  coordinator)  into  the  Community ·of  European  Management 
?chools  (CEMS)  through  implementation  of a  credit  transfer  system,  renovation  of · 
undergraduate  courses  to  make  them  c~mpatible with  the  CEMS  co~on body  of . 
knowledge; and the creation of 6 new graduate.,courses for a target group of 20 students 
-following the CEM_s·prograr.une.  · 
-?- L:aw in the areas of: 
. . •  European law (1 project accepted); 
• 
• 
mercantile/  comm~rcialla,w; 
. developme~t  ,of constitutional and  public law; 
consumer law  0 
Very low ievel  of interest  in  this  area  (only  4. applications  submitted)  resulted  in one 
application aq:epted for ftindmg whichis coordinated by Charles University in Prague. The 
·project is devoted-to preparation of ba.sis  for future compatibility of the Czech Republic 
·legislation with that of the European Union. It aims at restructuring and development of 
new curricula and teaching materials at undergraduate level for both the general course 
'European Coii\Illtinity'Law' and the European Commuruty Law-specialised course at tWo 
Czech  universities  (Charles  'Wniversity  in  Prague  and  pniversity· of  West  Boherrua  in 
Pilsen). It also aims at  development of a 2-year PhD course for Public Administrators, and 
at cFeation of a new 'Institute of Comparative Law and Law Integration'. Apart from the two 
Czech higher education institutionS, 4  other Czech  and EU partners are involved in the project. 
-?-.  Medical sciences in the a~eas of: 
.  -
•  cardiovascular and cancerous diseases (1 project accepted); 
•  general practitione~ education (introductio~ and development); 1 project accepted  . -25-
The targ·et  discipline of medical  sciences  has been covered by 2 projects accepted,.' and a 
project devoted to education of general practitioners coordinated by Chades University in 
Prague constitutes a  good.  example of Czech priorities coverage. The small  network of 
partners (one Czech and 2 EU  partners only)  aims at development of new curricula to 
introduce the basis of primary care concepts putting a special emphasis on aspects such as 
health in the family unit and the community, principles of epidemiology and doctor-patient 
communication skills. 
-¢- Environmental studies in the areas of 
•  waste pr~essing  (2 projects accepted); 
•  ~11 and subterranean water protection (1 project accepted); 
• 
• 
new energy sources (1 project accepted); 
wood science  . 
This area has been covered by 4 newly accepted' projects. For example; one of these projects· 
includes aspects of cooperation with industry and is coordinated by a  Czech institution 
·(Technical  University  of Mining  and  Metallurgy  of Ostrava).  The  project  aims  at the 
development ofan Inter-University centre in waste identification, processing and control, 
which  will  act  as  a  regional  training  and  advisory centre  for  industrialists  and  local 
· government. It also aims at development of a  new modular syllabus 'Programme of the 
Protection  of  Envirorunent'  consisting  of  9 modules  and  with  a  target  group  of  120 
undergraduates, 20 postgraduates and 40 industrialists and entrepreneurs. Apart from the 
Czech coordinator, the project involves both Czech and EU partners, including industrial 
partners. 
Preference has been given to projects 
with interdisciplinary aspects; 
·I  prepare~ in COOperation With industry; 
•  in which the co'ordinator and/or contractor is Czech. 
All Czech priorities ~ave bee.n covered by the newly accepted projects, bqth the structural 
requirements (e.g. projects with aspects of university  /industry cooperation) and the target 
disciplines.  Among the structural requirements giving preference to  projects with Czech 
<;:oordinator and/or contractor was the most successful priority, with all  but one project 
fulfilling this requirement. Some projects cover more than one priority area listed for  the 
Czech Republic.  · 
III. 3.4.  Geographical distribution of rurtning JEPs in the Czech Republic 
in 1994195 
There are 41 Czech institutions, located in 16 different towns, involved in JEPs running in 
1994/95. 13 of these institutions (32%) are located in Pragu'e. Bmo, Ostrava and Liber:ec are' 
the other towns, apart from the capital, well represented in running JEPs. -26-
· III. 4.  ESTONIA . 
III. 4.1.  Budget 
E;stonia joined the Tempus Scheme in the academic year 1992/93 and by the end of 1993/94 
had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 4.63 MECU. 
III. 4.2.  Projects 
By  the end  of  1993/94 awards  had  been  made  for  Estonian  participation  in  14 Joint 
European Projects, 4 Complementary Measures  Grants and 4 Youth  Exchange  projects, 
while 156 Individual Mobility Gran!S had been awarded for travel between Estonian and 
EU higher education institutions. 
III. 4.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
Agriculture & Food 
Science 11% 

















III. 4.2.2.  Perspectives in 1994195 
•  Humanities 
0  Social Science 
Ill Management and Business 
•  Narural ScuMalhematics 
EJ  Medical Sciences 
0  An&Design 
m  Other (inc. educationlteachertraining)  • 
Ell  Architedllre & Urt>an/Regional ~nning 
Ill Engineering, Technology &.Informatics 
Ill Environmental Scienoe.s 
•  Agriwlture &  Food Science 
-In the selection  round  completed  in June  1994,  funding was awarded  to  6 new  Joint 
European Projects, and 23 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded ·for  travel between 
Estonian and EU  higher education  institutions  (first  of two  IMG  selection  rounds  for 
1994/95). 
No Complementary Measures Grants or Youth Exchange projects were funded  in  June 
1994, the first of two selection rounds for the academic year 1994/95. .  -27-
III. 4.3. .  Reflection  of Estonian  priorities  in  the  prolec~s accepted  for 
1994/95 
Iil ~he 1994/95JEP  selecti~n the follo~ing  areas have ~n  defined ~s priorities fo~ Estonia: 
I 
~  Promotion of interdisciplinary studies. 
This  area_.has  been- covered by two newly accepted projects.  On~ of them aims at the 
development  of  modular· in-service  postgraduate- diploma  courses  and .a  pr~ervice 
certificate of competence in information technology for Estonian teachers of all disciplines 
'and sectors at 3  Estonian universities (Tallinn Pedagogical University, Tallinn Technical · 
·university  and  Tartu  Uriiversity).  The  other  project  aimS  at  the. -development  and 
introduction  of new  curricula  (and  teaching  materials) m  product  development  and 
entrepreneurship for undergraduate studies and for continuing education courses at the 
Centre of Continuing Education at Tallinn Technical U:niversity.  · 
~ .  Introduction  of new  types .  ij management  and  structures  in  Estonian  higher.  education 
institutions. 
This area has not been covered by any new projects accepted due to the low qu~iity of the 
applications submitted..  . 
~ · ll:rtroduction _of new  dis~iplines  ~n_d mt;,thodology_-in Estc;mian  ~igher  ed~cation institutions . . 
Thi~ area  has  !?~en covered by 3 newly accepted projects. One project aims at the-creation of · 
tWo  centres  for  An~lytical  Philosophy  at Tallinn  Pedagogical  University  arid · Tartu 
University, and at the developm,ent of courses for gradui(lte students and graduates· ofthe 
l:mmanities  and  social  sciences.  The  second  project  aims  at  the  creation  of  a:  new 
Department of Laboratory Medicine  at  Tartu University, -and_ at the. developm~nt- and 
introduction of '!-.tndergraduate  and  postgraduate curricula  in  laboratory  medicine~· The 
._  third project-aims at h!rther development of existing -courses and the creation of new ones 
by introducing the teacrung of contemporary music  at the  E~tonianAcademy of Musie in 
Tallinn.  ·  · 
Special ccins~deration has been giv~n t9 projects which will have a multiplier effect ~ith~ 
tj:le higher ed'LI;cation system. 
Two out of three Estonian priority ~reas have been covered by the newly-accepted projects. 
One other project accepted ·was a- regional JEP,  therefore not falling strictly into national 
Estohian_priorities.  ·  - ·  .· 
.-.  .  .  - .. 
III. 4~4.  Geographical distribu_tion of running JEPs in Estonia in 1994/95 
There are 10 Estonian institutions, located in 2 towns {Tallinn a'nd Tartu), involved in JEPs 
running iid994/9?. 7 of these institut!ons (7q%) arelecated in the capital, Tallinn. 
..:.  : .. 
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III. 5,  HUNGARY 
III. 5.1.  Budget 
Hungary has participated in the Tempus Scheme since the academic year 1990/91, and by 
the end of 1993/94 had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 59.9 MECU. 
III. 5.2.  Projects 
By the end of 1993/94 awards had been made for  Hungarian participation in 204  Joint 
European Projects, 73 Complementary Measures Grants, 75 Youth Exchange projects, and 
8 Joint European Networks while 944 Lrtdividual Mobility GrantS-had bee!l awarded for 
travel between Hungarian and EU higher education institutions. 
III. 5.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall_ distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
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Natural Sciences & 
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III. 5.2.2.  Perspectives in 1994/95 
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In  the selection  round completed  in June  1994,  funding  was  awarded  to  41 new Joint 
European Projects, and 24 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for  travel between 




Fe>~r Compl,emel,ltaryMeasures Gr~ts  (irycluding 1 CME+) and 6 Youth Exchange :projects' . 
were funded inJune 1994, the first of two  selection roundS for the academic year 1994/95~  · 
IIL 5.3~.  Reflection. of Hungarian priorities  i~ the .  proje~ts accepted·· for 
199,4/95  .  ··.  .  '  ' 
\  .  . 
- .. In the  1994/95  JEP- selection-tbe  followmg ·areas  have  been  defined  as. priorities  for 
Hungary:  ·- · 
.  .  . .  .  ~·  . 
~  Development of  new curricula leading to the creation ·of new academic and professional projil'es 
in  higher  educatiOn  institutions  caherent .  with ·the  developmen~ str~tegy  ·  of the  institutions 
concerned.  - ·  ·  · 
This  a.rea  has.'been  very 'well  covered  by  applications· submitted  which.  tesulted .41 
acceptance of 2(} new projects with, this type of objective. For example, orie of,  these projects 
aims at the establishment of an imdergraduate degree programme ~.Agro-Management  at. 
Debrecen l!niversity of Agricultural  SCiences..  -.  ·  · · 
,  I  ,  . 
~  Comprth~sive  develoj,ment of a whole  instit~tion  .~r a  large part of it in accordance with the 
droelopment strategy of  t'!e institution concerned:·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
This area  h~s  ·~ot been 'co~ered by cmy  ne~ly accepted projects dt,te  to  poorqu~lity of 
applica'tio:ti.s  submitted,  in  particular due to  absence  of  cin. -institutional. development 
strategy document in the appllcati()ns received.  . 
~  Postgraduate  education; course  devel~ment and  the.  6t~blishment of PhD ·programmes  m 
universities.  ·  · 
.  Thi~ area. has been well.~ove~ed by the applications submitted which result~d in ai:cepta'nce  ·. · 
of 10 new projects with this ty-pe of objective, For example, one of these projeetsaims at  the_ 
development of veterinary education _in  Hungary through preparation of the Unive~ity of 
Veterinary Sciences in Budapest to be accredited as an 'EU-recogt;tised veterinary training 
. institUte' mcluding creation of 7 new  /~pdated  curricula with adequate teaching materia~,  a 
postgraduate continuing education programme· providing courses: in .9. diff~rent areas, and 
an operational PhD progranime in 8 differ¢nt areas.  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  ·  · . .  ·  ·'  ·  .. 
•  I  •  - •  •  ' 
~  Dev~Jopment  of  university ma~gement. 
This  area was not very well  cov~red gy applications submitted,  therefore. qnly  3  new 
projects  were accepted  with .this· type  of "objective.' One of  t~ese projeCts  aims  at  the 
. development of  ~minagement strategies and techniques at the  Hungarian universit!es of 
Budapest, •  P~s~- Deb_recen  and '{eszprem,  and. of· their capacity _to  carry out .long  arid 
medium  term  policies  of" university ·management,  quality  of ev:aluation ·systems  and 
university-enterprise cooperation.  ' ·  ·  · 
~  ~ .  : . .. · 
!  i 
,. 
\ 
)  ' 
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.-¢- Development of university capacitY to provide continuing education.  ·· 
.  :  l.  •  <  .  .  .  . '  .  . 
..  Thls ·area was not ~ery well covt=:red by applicationS submitted, therefore· it is cov'ered by . 
4 new  projects  accept~d  only.  One  .of  these ·projects  aims  at . the . development  6f 
· undergraduate, postgraduate and continuing educatic::>n and distance learning· programmes 
in mechatronics at the Faculty of Mechanical Engii\eering ·at Miskolc Univeisity; and .at the 
creation of_a Contmuing Education Centre to act as· an interface ·with ,I:lungarian industry 
and to provide training' for industrial and technical school staff.  ·  · 
·.: ~ri addition,  projects which aimed to achieve one or more of. the above obj~ctives in the field·· 
of European studies were given priprity·. However, due to.liin.ited number ard quality of 
such proposals, this ~rea ha:s· been covered by only 2 newly accepted projects to date. One 
of them aims at the creation of a Centre for European Studies and Training at the Budapest 
University-of  Econoini~s,- _.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  --·  · ·  · 
In the.fram~work.ofthe above mentioned objectives, preference wasals~ given to  p~ojects. 










•  ..  .. 
development of .tea,ching· methods that can- be  used with greater .numbers -~f·  . 
students; · 
, -developrrient·ofjoi~t curricula with l;U. U:rtiversities leading to mutual recognition 
ofperiods.of study  an~ double degrees (7such projects aq:ept~d);_·,  .  .·  ..  }  . 
· diversification  of  university  activities  (particularly  those  which  respond  to 
. .·  ch~ging  employment needs); .  ' 
· development  of univerSity /industry  (enterprise)  co~peration (6  such projects 
accepted);  .  .  .  .  . -;  .·  .  '  .  ' .  .  . .  .·  ..  '  ' '  /.  .  .. 
· improvement of ~ooperation  between Hung~ri~  higher. education institutions; ... 
development  of  cooperation  in  initial  education . between  higher  education 
institutions and research institutes;  ·  · 
support  for  trar\5-Eur<;>pean  networks ·for  student ·mobilitY  (8  new  mobility · 
·  proje~ts ha:ve been accepted);  · 
: Hungarian  coordination . of, projects  (78%  of newly  acce~te'd  projects  with . 
Hungarian irivoivement have Hungarian ·coordinators); 
attraction of_ complementary funding; 
continuation of  funding after the m~imum  three-year period of Tempus funding; 
(  .  .  - .  ~ 
development of mt,1ltiplier effect (e.g. teacher training);:· 
inclusion of  activities which support the integration of Hungary into the European 
Union. 
Som~  of the  proje~ts ~ccepted fall  in. mor~ than one p-riority area. M,ost  of .the. Hungarian 
priorities, i.ricludi,ng the-preferences, have been coJJered by·the newly acceptep projects. 
.  -<  III. 5~4. .  Geographi~al  distribution of running JEPs_ in Hurigary in 1994/95 
. There are 90 Hungarian institutions, loca't~-d ~  25 different towns, involved in JEPs ~nning 
'in 1994/95.44 of these institUtions (49%)are located in Budapest. Debrecen, Pees, Gyor and 
Szeged are the  oth~r towns, apart from the capital, well represented in runnmg JEPs.  . -31-
III. 6.  LATVIA 
III. 6.1.  Budget 
·-
Latvia joined the Tempus Scheme in the academic year 1992/93 and by the end of 1993/94 
had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 6.2 MECU. 
III. 6.2.  Ptojects 
·By the end of 1993/94 awards had been made for Latvian participation in 17 Joint European 
Projects,  2 Complementary  Measures  Grants  and  12 Youth  Exchange  projects,  while 
139 Ind,ividual Mobility Grants  had  been  awarded for  travel  between Latvian and  EU 
higher education institutions. 
III. 6.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
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In the selection round completed in June 1994 funding was awarded 6 new Joint European 
Projects,  2 Complementary  Measures  Grants  and  1  Youth  Exchange  project,  and 
25 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for travel between Latvian and EU higher 
education institutions. The second selection round for Complementary Measures, Youth 
Exchange and Individual Mobility Grants for 1994/95 has yet to be completed. -32., 
••  J, 
:  ' 
III. 6.·3.  Reflection  of  Latvian  priorities  in .the  projects  accepted. for 
1994/95 
.  .  '· 
In the 1994/95 the following project objectives have been defined as priorities for Latvia:· 
~  Intrbduction of  ne'liJ  eductitio~l technoloi;es and t'eilchingmethodsfor adult education and the 
updating of  primary, secondary and university levei teachers:  ·  · · 
This ar~a has been covered oy 2  newly accepted projects. One, of them aims at  devel~pment. 
of centres for adult ,education with a view to restfJJ.cturing the LatVian In-service Teacher  ___  . 
. Training system, as  well as at restrUcturing/  creation of curricula in the subject areas of .. · 
~dult education, history, social stu'4ies, mother tongU.e (Latvian), m~thematics, science and 
sp_ecial education for general in-service teacher training courses' and postgraduate courses 
at. 4 Latvian  higher  education'  institutionS  (Daugavpils  Pedagogical  IristitUte,  Liepaja 
Pedagogical Higher School, In5tl.tute for the Advancement of Education in Riga  and the 
University of Latvia in Riga). The either project aims at  creation of mult~edia laboratorie? 
at Daugavpils Pedagogical Institute and Liepaja Pedagogical Higher School with  -a view to 
implementing a  course in 'Computer and· Multimedia Technoiogy Education'  for  initial. 
· teacher trair:Ung and to dis.pensing teacher  -refresher courSes;  ·  - .  .  - . 
~  ·  Development  of new  ·curricula_  and  studies  within·  the national  Phare  priority .  areas  ~ of 
·agriculture, environment and erJet"gy studies.  Project coordinators were encouraged to find co-
financingfor complementary activities relating to those areas.  ·  · 
'This area has been coveredby one newly accepted project ai.lnlng at the-establishment of a  · 
. centre' at the University of  Latvia  (Riga)  for  s~ate'-of-t!::te-art computational  methods in -
mechanical engmeering for energy and. environmental studies· includmg development qf 
new courses in meehanical, process and materials engineering at BSc. and MSc. leveL  . 
I  .  .  ·~.  . 
~  Development  of mobility  projects,  pa_rticularly for  students and  staff .fro-m  small/peripheral 
univ~sities in La_tvia with a.view to improving their internatiomilcontacts.  · 
This .area has been c~vered by  tw~ newly accepted jEPs. Orie of these projects aims at the 
creation of a  network for  mobility. whereby undergraduate and post-graduate students. 
frqm European countries,. in particular fr.om  Latvia, will undertake a  mobility period in 
another university with full academic recognition  .. The other one aims at the introduction of 
· · two  courses  -for  choir  conducting  and  music  therapy, ·at  updating  of  existing  and · 
introduction  .. of  new courses  in  the  Departments  of  S~phonic Conducting,  Wind . 
. Instruments and Vocal Studies and at the restructuring of the final examination (BA) in the 
Piano and  ~tring Depiutinents at the  J~eps  Vitola.Latvian.  ~cademy  of ,Music in Riga: 
All'the<Latvian priority areas have been covered by the newly accepted -JEPs.  One project 
accepted was a regional  project, therefore not falling strictly ~nto na!ional Latyiari priorities. 
The priorities for JE_Ps  iri 1994/95 addressed a nutrtber of structural issues while calling for  · 
, new curricula in the Phare priority areas· for Latvia. of agricultUre, environment and energy 
stupies.  · 
\ 
Geog.raphic.al distribution of running JEPs in Latvia  .  - .  (_  .  ..  - .  III. 6.4. 
-There are 18 Latviiu.;,insti~tions, .located.in 6 diff~rent towns, involved in JEPs running in 
1994/95.  13 of-these institutions  (72%)  are  located  in  Riga  (the  capital  of  Latvia).  The · 
remainingS towns have one institution each involved:  ·  · -33-
III. 7.  LITHUANIA 
III. 7.1.  Budget 
Lithuania joined the Tempus Scheme in the  academic year 1992/93 and by the  end of . 
1993/94 had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 6.70 MECU. 
III. {.2.  Projects 
By  the end of 1993/94 awards had been made for  Lithuanian participation in  16 Joint 
European Projects, 7 Complementary Measures Grants and 11 Youth Exchange  projects, 
while 147 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for travel·between Lithuanian and 
EU higher education institutions. 
III. 7.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as fOllows: 
Distribution of JEPs by DiScipline 
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In  the  selection round completed  in  June  1994,  funding  was  awarded  to  5 new  Joint 
European Projects, and 21 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for  travel between 
Lithuanian and EU  higher education institutions (first of two IMG  selection rounds for 
1994/95). 1 Complementary Measures Grant and 1 Youth Exchange project were funded in 
June 1994, the first of two selection rounds for the academic year 1994/95. III. 7.3. 
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Reflection of Lithuanian priorities in the projects accepted for 
1994/95 
In the 1994/95 the following areas have been defined as priorities for Lithuania: 
?  .  Environmental studies in the areas of' 
•  energy saving; 
•  material saving technologies. 
This  area. has· been  covered  by  2 newly  accepted  projects.  One  of  them  aims  at  the 
restructuring  of  teaching  programmes  in  mechanical  construction,  management,  and 
administration at the  faculties  of  Environmental Chemistry  /Engineering at.  the  Kaunas 
University  of  Technology,  and  at  the  establishment. of  a  Centre  for  resources  and 
technology  in the area  of environment.  The  other  one  aims  at  the  establishment  of a 
network of Environmental Centres at four  participating Lithuanian universities  (Kaunas 
University  of  Technology,  Lithuanian  Academy  of  Agricultural  Engineering,  Vytautas 
Magnus  University  in  Kaunas  and  Vilnius  University)  that  will  offer  an  educational 
programme  in  environmental  protection  and  sustainable  development  to  be  taken  as 
further qualification after a Bachelor degree or as single courses integrated into BA, MSc. or 
PhD courses.  ·  · 
?  Restructuring ofagricultural education with a particular emphasis on agricultural reform and 
agricultural technology. 
This  area has been covered by one newly accepted JEP which aims.at the restru.cturing of 
existing curricula  ~d  integration of applied research activities  into  the teaching at the 
Lithuanian  Academy  of  Agricultural  Engineering. and  the  Lithuanian  Academy  of 
Veterinary fv!edicine.  · 
?  Multi-disciplinary approach to transport and communication studies. 
This area has been covered by one newly accepted JEP  which  aims at the  transfer of 
knowledge and technology within the broad areas pertaining to·transport,·distribution and 
log~stics,  including  the  establishment  of  a  'Training  Centre'  within  the  Transport 
.Management Department at the Vilnius Technical University and the revision and updating 
of curricula and training and the development of new courses. 
. Preference was given to projects which develop the integration of research into universities 
and individual faculties. All the Lithuanian priority areas have been 'covered by the newly 
accepted JEPs. One project accepted was a regional project, therefore not falling strictly into 
national Lithuanian priorities. 
III. 7.4.  Geographical  distribu~ion of distribution of running JEPs  in 
Lithuania 
There are 16 Lithuanian institutions, located in 5 different towns, involved in JEPs running 
in 1994/95. ·5 of these institutions (31%)  are located in Vilnius (the capital of Lithuania). 
Kaunas  and Siauliali  are the  other towns,  apart from  Vilnius,  well  represented in  the 
runnirig JEPs. -35-
UI. 8.  POLAND 
III. 8.1.  Budget 
Poland has participated in the Tempus Scheme since the acade~ic  year 1990/91, and by the 
end of 1993/94 had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 97.53 MECU. 
111. 8.2.  Projects 
By the end of 1993/94 awards had been made for Polish participation in 248 Joint European 
Projects,  76 Complementary  Measures  Grants, 171 Youth  Exchange  projects,  51 Youth 
Exchange Pilot Projects9 and 16 Joint European Networks, while 2190 Individual Mobility 
Grants had been awarded for travel between Polish and EU higher education institutions. 
~  .  ·. 
III. 8.2.1.  Subject areas 
The o~erall diStribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
DiSiribution pf  JEPs by Discipline 
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III. 8.2.2.  Perspectives in 1994/95 
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In  the  selection round completed in June  1994,  funding was awarded  to  91 new Joint 
European Projects, and 117 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for travel between 
Polish and EU higher education institutions (first of two IMG selection rounds for 1994/95). 
8 Complementary Measures Grants and 13 Youth Exchange projects were funded in June 
1994, the first of two selection rounds for the academic year 1994/95. 
(1994/95 JEN and Youth Exchange Pilot Project.grants were yet to be awarded at the time 
of writing) 
9  In the first of two selection rounds for the budget year 1993/94,33 Youth Exchange Pilot Projects were awarded 
grants in  January 1994. -36- . 
III. 8.3. ·  Reflection of Polish priorities in projects accepted for 1994/95 
.  \  . 
.  . 
The Polish prioritie~ presented in the Guide for Appliamts 1994/95 were: 
• ·  · Development of university-industry cooperation;· 
•  ·Development and restructuring of short cycle higher education courses; 
•  Introduction and modernisation of postgraduate COUrses. 
in 6. broad, target disciplines. 
The  Polish authorities had originally  defined what percentage of the  total of accepted· 
projeds· w,ere  to  fall  in  each ·discipline_,  However,  this  turned  out  to  be, difficult  to 
_"implement, as the applications submitted did not follow the Satl1e pattern. Therefore, as. it 
can be seen in the table below, the ,projects accepted .followed the pattern of  applications 
submitted in distributiop per discipline rather than that originally stipulated.  ·  .  .  . 
Priority areas  · ·recommended %  % of applications  % of projects 
of total ··  submitted  accepted 
Economics/ management  15%  24%  23% 
.. 
Engineering/ technology  15%  36%~  36% 
-
/ 
European studies/ modem  25%  10%  12% 
European languages 
Environmental protection .  15%  16%  12% 
Sqcia:l and political sciences  15%  7%  : 5% 
Medicine/ Natural sciences/  15%  7%  11% 
Mathematics/ History  I 
Archaeology  I Art and Design 
The priority area of  e~onomics and  management  has been covered by 19 newly accepted 
projects.  One of these  projeets aims at the creation of a  third .cycle  training centre for 
management of marketing for agriculture' and agro-fqod at the Agricultural· Academy in 
Warsaw. It also aims at the development of partnerships between Polish agricultural and 
agro-food industries and the beneficiary academy. 
The area of engineering and technology has been covered-by 29 newly accepted projects. For 
example, one of these projects. aims at the development of a new Bachelor degree, at the· 
upgrading  of  the.  MSc  degree  and  at  the  introduction  of  post-diploma  courses  for 
. professionals in business informatics at  the ·Department of Information Systems  of the 
University of Gdansk. 
The area of European  studies and modem European  languages  has been covered by 10 newly 
accepted projects. One of these projects aims at the preparation of a new undergraduate 
course in European Union Economics and Polish integration within the European Union at 
two Polish  universities _(Academy of  Economics  in  Wroclaw  a:nd  the  University  of · 
·  ... Wroclaw). The target audience will be students of business and law and the courses will 
..  -include the training of teachers and postgraduate students and the development of teaching 
materials.  ·  · -37-
The area of environmental proteCtion has been covered by 10 newly accepted projects.  0;-.~ . 
these  projects  aims  at the  introduction  of  interdisciplinary  courses  on  environrner,tc>. 
monitoring (short courses, first degree and postgraduate level) at the Faculty of Electronics 
of Gdansk Technical University. The courses will be complemented by the establishment of 
a laboratory for pollution monitoring, the upgrading of library software and the retraining 
of staff from the university, enterprises and public services:. 
The area of social and political sciences has been covered by 4 newly accepted projects. one of 
which, for example, aims at the introduction of short cycle-courses for the training of social 
welfare professionals at the Institute of  Applied Social Sciences of Warsaw University. 
The area comprising 6 different disciplines (medicine,  natural  sciences,. mathematics,· history, 
archaeology, art and design) has been covered by 9 newly accepted JEPs. One of these projects 
aims at the development of a new curriculum in environmental chemistry at first degree, 
MSc  and PhD 'level  at 3 Polish  universities  (Jagiellonian  University  in Cracow,  Adam 
Mickiewicz University in Poznan and the University of Wroclaw), including the retraining 
of teachers and students, the organisation of practical placements and the setting up of a 
laboratory. 
All Polish priorities have been covered by the newly accepted projects, both in the terms of 
the structural requirements (e.g.  development of university-industry cooperation) and of 
the target disciplines, although in the case of the disciplines the. distribution of projects 
accepted was slightly different from that originally defined. That is why pre-defining the 
distribution of subject areas has been abandoned for the future (1995/96) JEP selection. 
III. 8.4.  Geographical distribution of·running JEPs in Poland in 1994/95 
There are 167 Polish institutions, located in 38'different towns, involved in JEPs running in 
1994/95. 38 of these institutions (23%)  are located in Warsaw.  Katowice, Cracow, Lodz, 
Poznan and Wroclaw are the other towns, apart from  the capital,  well  represented  in 
running JEPs. ...  -- ----- ------------ - -- ---
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III. 9.  ROMANIA 
III. 9.1.  Budget 
Romania  joined .the Tempus Scheme  in the  academic year 1991/92 and by the end of 
1993/94 had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 41.75 MECU.  ·  · 
III: 9.2.  'Projects 
By  the end of 1993/94 awards had been  made for  Romanian  participation  in 94 Joint 
European Projects, 32 Complement¥}' Measures Grants and 44 Youth Exchange projects, 
while 692 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for travel between Romanian and 
EU higher education institutions. 
III. 9.2.1  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
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III. 9.2.2. 
Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
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In  the  selection  round completed in  June  1994,  funding was awarded to  24 new Joint 
European Projects, and 110 Individual Mobility Grants were awarded for travel between 
Romanian and EU  higher education institutions (first of two IMG  selection  rounds for 
1994/95). 3 Complementary Measures Grants and 6 Youth Exchange proj~d  were funded in 
June 1994, the first of two selection ~ounds  for the academic year 1994/95. - ' .. 
,;,.·  -39-
III. 9.3.  Reflection of R~manian  priori~es in the  projects  accepted  for-
1994/95  '  .  '  .  . 
The Romanian priorities present~dfor  the 1994/95  JEP-~el~on  were: 
. ·  ~.  Dioelopment ofshort-cycle higher educatiOn  (colegii)  in  universities  in ·the s'ubjeci'areas  ~~ 
~engineering, applied economics,_ agripulture and secretarial studies. 
This objective is to be fulfille~  ·l:)y two :newly a~cepted proj~cts: One of them aims at the 
development of short eyde higher education -in: 4 Romanian  Universities  (Academy  of 
Economic  Studies  iri  Bucharest,  Institute ·of  ArchiteCture  'Ion· Mincu'  .in ·Bucharest, ·  .  ~  .  .  . 
. · Politehnka University Bucharest and the Techri.ical Univel'Sity of Cluj-Napoca) in the fields 
. of en~eering, applied economics, secretarial activities and architecture through updatilig . 
ofthe  c~ricemed eurricuia and the creation/modernisation of appropriate laboratories ap(f 
through the.  ~plementation  of a centre for ,cooperation with md iistry.  .  .  . 
~  Developme,nt of university/enterprise  c~er.ation.  via  the creation of  university centres  which 
offer training/retraining courses to enterprises.  ·  · 
This area has  b~en  co~ered  by 4 ne~Iy  .a~cepted  pr~j~cts; e.g. see the ~~ample  ab~ve. 
;- '  .  .  - - ~  - - -
-?:  Creation ofMiJs,ters degree courses in natural scien9es andhuma~ities  . . 
Only one pr6ject with this type of  objectiv~ was accepted in the1994/95 selec~ion. It aims at 
the creation of a riew.  Master~ degree iri philosophy (fifth year of study) at the Faculty of . 
Philosophy .  of  Bucharest ·University  and  iritroduction  of -philosophy  courses  in·  the 
curriculum.:ef Politehnica University Bucharest.  .  · 
~ : Development of student mobility. 
· .  Two new mobilityJEPs.~ere  accepted for fuflding. ·  ·  ~ 
- - ..  ,  . 
Priority was given tq projects in the following subject areas: 
~  Environmental protection in the areas of 
• 
• 
development of curriCula in  ~nvir~runental sciences;  · . 
nuclear s~fety arid radioactive-protection  . 
. .  ·This area'  h~s been  covered  by 3 newly accepted  P.ioject~, .all of them devoted  to' the 
development of curricula. For example; one ot these  projec~s aimS at the creation of an 
c  educational  centre for. environmentally friendly  farming  technolog)es,·  to  be  used  by 
graduates,  postgraduates  and. continui.ng  education  students ·at  the  University  of 
Agricultural Sciences in Bucharestand:at two technical ilniversities (1;'ilnisoara and Iasi). It 
involves the creation of 4new CUJ;ricula_in that area.  . 
-¢-.·  Henlth sc'ierices in the area of  health care management, ' 
This area has been coveredby 2 ~ewly  accepted projeCts. One ~f them aims at design and 
implementation  of· new  currinda  in- health  care  ma.rlag~ment, a!  undergradua~e_ and. 
postgraduate l~vel at the Uruversities·qf Medicine and Pharmacy in Bucharest and Iasi.. 
. .. 
·  .. .  ! 




i ~ . 
/ 
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-¢- Social st;iences in the are!l,Oj socilliwelfare and unemploy;;,ent: 
This , ar~a  has  been  ~overed  by  2 newly'  accept~ JEPs,  one . of ; which · aims . at  th~ 
·"establishment of doctora_lleveltraining centred around labour-related social sciences at the  . 
University of Ia5i, ·at ·the  development of the· School  for. SOcial· Workers at tl\e  same · 
.. universit}', and at the creation·  of a  postgraduate diploma of social action at the University 
of Sucea'va.  ··  ·  · 
-¢- Economic scum-ces. . 
•  · business· ~dnunistration and management for  strtall  and medium sized priyate 
: enterprisesin indus~,  services and agriculture;  .  ·  · 
• . : bankfug·  and public finance. 
This  area  has . been .covered  by  5 newly  accepted. projects,  all  of . them  in  business 
administration  and  management.  One  of  these  proj~s aims  at  the.· creation. of  an 
.-- Achninist  ...  liv.~-Europe-"an Institute .of Enteq)rises colllpused -of seven branches  ~t partner 
Romanian uriiversitieslO and teaching of intenSive cbn~uing-training  courses in the field of· 
.·- enterprise managem~nt  and administration, of hofel and tourism activities, arid of doctoral 
anq master level c~)urses tn m~ge~ent  and administrationof enterprises. 
·?  "High tecoh11ology.  .. 
• 
dev~lopment of. courses  in  data  transffiission  and  d~tributed .processing  (4· 
projects accepted); 
new materials technology (3 projects accepted):  .  ' 
. This area has been covered by 7 newly ~ccepted projects: For  exampl~, one project a~  at 
the creation of a Technology Transfer Centre in computer aided  design aHhe .Technical 
University of Cluj-Napoca providing education in the fomi.  of short courses. fo.r  engineers 
-and undergraduate .engineering studentS, and at the installation. of an  Information· _Point 
connected to Europeari netW()rkS  as  well  as  upgrading of the library. The TU  of Cluj-
. Napoca is  the· project's coordinator and  the Transylvania' University  in Brasov  is .also 
involved.  ·  ·-
Preference was given to projects m  \\'hich 
.  .  .  ,. 
•  ·  the  Coordinator  was  a  Romanian  university  (83%  .of  new . JEPs  accepted . are . 
coordinated by Ro.manian institutions); 
• 
.. 
·.two  ormore Romania'n  universities  p~rticipated in  the  project. (92°io  of  new JEPs  .. 
accepted h.ave· more than one Romanian partner-university); 
there wi!'~. dir·e~tstud,e~t- involve~ent in ·the formulation and management of mobility . 
. projects. 
·  All  Romanian  priorities have b.een covered  by the  newly  accepted  projects,  both  the 
structural requi!"ements (e.g.  development of university/enterprise cooperation) and the 
.target disciplines:  · ··  ·  ·  -
10  U~versity  'Transylvania' in Brasov, University :Babes Bolyai' inCiuj-Napoca, University 'Ovidius' in Co;._stanta, 
University-o(_Craiova, University ;Aiexandru I6an ~uza''in Iasi, imd University of Timisoara. 
.  , . 
(_' \  . 
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III. 9.4.  Geographical  distribution. of .running  JEPs  in  Romania  in 
. 1994/95 
There  are  135·  Romanian  institutions,  located  in .22 different  towns,  involved  in ·  JEPs 
running in 1994/95.  36 of these inStitutions (27%)  are  loca~ed in Bucharest. Brasov, Iasi, 
Cluj-Napoca and Timisoara are the other towns, apatt_from the capital, well represented in 
running JEPs.  .  .  .  . 
· ·In 1994, 29 of the 50 higher education institutions in Romania were participating in  JEPs. 
.! \ 
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ITI.10.  SLOVAKIA 
IJI. 10.1.  Budget 
The Slovak Republic, first as part of the Czechoslovak Federal State and since January 1993 
as  a  separate entity has  participated  in  the Tempus Scheme  since  the  academic  year 
1990/91. By the end of 1993/94 the Slovak Republic had benefited from an estimated total 
investment in the Scheme of more than 17.83 MECUll.  · 
III. 10.2.  Projects 
By the end of 1993/94 awards had been made for Slovak participation in 82. joint European 
Projects,  20 Complementary Measures  Grants,  26  Youth  Exchange  projects  •  and 2 Joint 
European Networks while 472 Individual Mobility Grants had been' awarded for  trMr.e! 
between Slovak and EU higher L'<iucation institutions. 
JII. 10.2.1  Subject areas 
. 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between di.ScipJ!nes is as follows: 
. Distribution of JEPs by Discipline 
AcJiallture cl Food Scieac:e 
6'lo 
Medical Sci ~ 
Soc:W Sci  3~ 
Ma1111emeat cl Buri1011  .... 
Natunl Sci/Matlu a-. 
ArchiledW'C. UmoollleciOD&I 
PW.niac 1-. 
Eaciaeerina, Tcd!DOIO&Y A 
IDfonnaf!p ll'l& 
III. 10.2.2.  Perspectives in 1994195 
II  Humoailieo 
•  Medico! Scieooe 
•  "'"""  ...  .t Food Scieooe 
In  the  selection round completed  in June  1994,  funding was awarded to  15 new Joint 
European Projects,  and 27 Individual Mobility GrantS were awarded for  travel between 
Slovak  and  EU  higher  education  institutions  (first  of  two  IMG  selection  rounds  for 
1994/95).  One Complementary Measures  Grants and 3  Youth  Exchange  projects  were 
funded in June 1994, the first of two selection rounds for the academic year 1994/95. 
11  The estimate has been made on the customary basis of division of funding according to the relative sizes of the 
populations of the Czech Lands and Slovakia, i.e. in a ratio of 2:1. 
•  The last two figures are estimates only. -43-
III. -10.3.  ·Refi~ction of  Slovak  priorities  in  Qte  pr~jects ·accepted  for 
1994/95 
·.·The Slovak priorities presented for th~.1994/95  JEP selection were: 
·I  '  '  .  .  '  ' 
~  ·Promotion ofuniversity/enterr}rise.cooperatiim.·  ·  .  .  .  . .  ' 
This obJective  is to be fulfilled  by 3 newly accepted projects. _·An  example is presented' 
~elow, in the discussion of priority  subject areas, .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
~  ·Introduction of  sh9rt-cyde un.iversity.-edueatio~ (Bachelor degrei level) in Slovak universities ..  : 
This. objective is ,t~ -~ fulfilled by 3newly accepted  projects:  An example·  i~  pr~sented 
below, in the discussion of priority subject areas  .. -· 
~ .  Introduction of a credit system and the creation qf modulantructured degr~es in  the  Sl()Vak 
higher education system.  · 
This  ~bjecti':'e is _to  be fulfilied  by 3 newly accepted  projects.  An  example is  presented 
below, in the discussion of priqtity subject areas..  · 
~  ..  Devel~me,!,t of multi-disciplinary mobility projects as an  instrum~t  for stroctural cJWnge in 
·higher education institutions.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  -
'3  ~ew  mobility projects were accepted. for funding. bne of them.ainls at the creation of a .. 
student mobility netWork  in the  areas  of  European studies,  environmental law,  social 
-welfare andsocial.policy. The project  will support the design and implementation of a-new 
undergraduate bachelor degree programme· in European ·studies aJ Safarik University h) 
. Presov (the:project's coordinator), the consolidation of the .social work department in the 
. same university and the broadening of knowledge in ecology' and environmenfallaw at the 
Technical University of Zvolen through the retrairung.of staff and the development of new 
teaching materials:  ·  ·  · 
Priority was given to-projects in the folloWing subject areas: 
. ~- Economics a~d European integration  i~ the areas of: 
• 
• 
•  .. 
macroeconomics; 
bartking  ·and ·accounting; 
tourism and catering; 
regional planning  . 
This subject area has been covered by 4 newly accept~d projects  (one JEP .in each sub-area).  . 
For example, one of these projects  aims at  the  es~ablishment of a  Graduate' Educat~on 
Centre for Accounting in Small and Medium Size Companies at the· Management Co  liege in · 
Cor'neilius University in Bditislavi that will cover graduate education (4th and 5th years of 
studies) fu  accounting in SMEs: Practical training will be an obligatory part ofthe degree.  · 
The p~oject also aims at the devel()pment of a Consultancy C~ntre at Comehius University · 
.  which will provide services to'the industry (this project falls withm the priority objectiv-e Of 
· · profi.zotion of  university/enterprise cooperation).  .  . 
~  .··  Law in the areas of:  : 
. •  · Europe~  law and comparative law; 
•  -environme.rital law.· 
.  I i··. 
\ 
..  { 
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·) 
. _This  area has. beei\ covered by 2 newly accepted projects, both in.  Eu~opean law: One. of 
·. · them aims at the establishment 'of a centre for  Europe~ law study courses foc1;15ing  oh 
international and European law at the Law Faculty of CoineniusUrilversity in Brati~lava in 
cirder to provide training/continuing trciining for specialists and univer5ity teachers, New 
· curricula  for  European law will,  be developed  for  law  students and  pqstgraduate  law 
·students as well as participants from other subjeet areas. Safarik University in Ko5ice is also 
involved in  ·the JEP;  ·  ·  · · ·  ·  · 
~ ·.  Social sc_iences in the areas of . · 
• - European studies (1 project accepted); 
•  social welfar.e and socialJ?olicy; 
•  · health cat:e inanage~ent  (1 projeet ~ccepted).  :, 
. This. _area  has  been  covered  by  2 he~Iy·  .accepted  projects.  One ·of. them  aiins_ at  the 
establishniet;1t.  of_  a · onE!-year  full  time·· Phb :.in  European- studies  at  the . Academia 
Istropolitana  in  Bra~slava. The  course will  be  taught in  English  for  a  target- group of 
25 students and will cover the following· study areas: European culture and social history, 
and European integration  and cooperation:  .. 
·  ~  Environmental  p~otectio_n in the areas 'of  ·.· 
•  processing of solid and liquid~  wastes; 
•.  waste  free cqmbitstion technology.  . 
This area has been covered by 4 n~wly  accep~ed projects including 3 JEPs in waste processing 
and l  in general environmen.tal protection. One ·of these projects aims at the c!evelopment of  a 
.  short~yde degree (three years)_ in environmentalscience, safety and waste management 
with a modular structure including a credit system of'study points. to be implemented at 
the  Faculty  of Materials Science  and Technology at the· Slovak Techriical  Ur:Uversity  in 
Tmava. The degree will put special emphasis-on :environmental biology and  che~stry, 
.  m~agement, legal and social  subjects,  modem .  scientific  methods-for. data procf!ssing, 
··  · monitoring and errcir. signalling methods (this  project  falls  in  the priority objectives  of 
introduction of short cycle university education and introduction of a  credit system and the creation 
of  rrlodular structured d_egrees).  ·  ·  ·  -
·-¢- ·Introduction of modern technologies in .the areas of.· .·  .  . 
•  . . quality control from the point of view of EU standards; 
•  ~rarisport logistics; 
•  food science. · 
- .• This area has been covered by 2 new:Iy accepted projects, both in transport logistks, One of 
theinairils at the introduction of new courses in  the  field  of transport mOdelling  and 
planning;: transport prognosis and optimisation in the  undergraduate and  postgrad~ate 
.  ·.  curric,ula  of  the  faculty  of  Management  Science  at  the  University  of. transport  ~d 
Communication in Zilin~. It also aims at the. creation of a· trafuing centre and aJaboratory . 
that will run 'courses in·transport logistics for uruversity staff and specialists, as well as the 
newly introducid courses for students.  ·  · 
Preference was given to projects in ~hich  the coordinator anc:i'/ ~r contractor is based in the 
Slovak Republic. 80% of newly accepted. projeGtswith SJovak p~rticipation are coordinated 
by Slovak institutions, and 73% have Slovak  contractors. -45-
All Slovak priorities have ~n  covered by the newly accepted projects, both the structural 
requirements  (e.g.  development  of  university/ente'rpnse  cooperation)  and  the. target 
disciplines. In many cases newly accepted Slovak projects cover more than one  priority 
area. 
III. 10.4.  Geographical  distribution  of  running  JEPs  in  the  Slovak 
Republic in 1994/95 
There are 25 Slovak institutions, located in 11 different towns, involved in JEPs running in 
1994/95. 9 of these institutions {36%). are located in Bratislava. Kosice, Nitra._and Zilina are 




III. 11.  SLOVENIA 
III. 11.1.  Budget 
Slovenia has participated in the Tempus Scheme since 1991/92 as a  part o_f  the former 
federal state of Yugoslavia and since the academic year 1992/93 as an independent state. By 
. the end of 1993/94 Slovenia had benefited from a total investment in the Scheme of 6.57 
MECU. 
III. 11.2.  Projects 
By  the end  of  1993/94 awards had been  made for  Slovenian participation in  20  Joint 
European Projects, 5 Complementary Measures Grants and 9  Youth  Exchange  projects, 
while 217 Individual Mobility Grants had been awarded for travel between Slovenian and 
EU higher education institutions. 
III. 11.2.1.  Subject areas 
The overall distribution of Joint European Projects between disciplines is as follows: 
Disuibution of JEPs by Discipline 
Medical Sci 9% 
Environmellb) Sci 1-. 
Ardtilcc:IUn: .t 
Urb&n/lteaiOfta! Plauinc 
2'llo  Social Sci 12 .. 
Engiaccrinc. Tcdu•oton .t 
lnfonnotic.s 
34 .. 
Ma~accment  and Busi~ 
11 .. 
III. 11.2.2.  Perspectives in 1994/95 
•  SociaJ Scicacr 
/ 
•  ,....,...  .. ud a  ..  ;  ... 
11  Ea•ito•mcaW Sci 
.McdiwScieoca 
In the  selection  round completed  in  June  1994,  funding  was awarded to  5  new Joint 
European Projects, and 44  Individual Mobility Gra;tts. were awarded for travel between 
Slovenian  ~d  EU  higher  educ~ion instil4tion:s' '(first  of two  IMG  selection rounds for 
1994/95). Two  Complementary  Measures  Grants  and  1  Youth  Exchange  project  wer(! 
funded in June 1994, the first of two selection rounds for the academic year 1994/95. -47-
.  111.11~3. · Reflection of Slovenian priorities in. the projects accepted for  c 
1994/95 
· The followmg subject areas were· presented as Slovenian priorities for  the  1994/95 JEP 
selection:  - ·  -
.?  Ma~geinent  and economics in the areas of  . 
•  banking and public finance; 
•  . .  the establishment of  short  cycl~  courses in tourism in coastal areas. 
~  - .  '  . 
.  This area has .been covered by 2 newly accepted projects;· One aims at the restructUring of 
the Depar:tment of Finance  a:t  the  University  of l,;jubljana  through the. development- of. 
curricUla m  banking and 'public finance in areas of specialisation at the 4-year graduate level 
.and .at the i.-year graduate level.  The other project aims at the development of a  new· 
·-:;upCrior·schocl'~~nt:'c for hospitulit;y a.-;.d touri:;m,  rc:;~r-~c~..::-ing Of the -~.i~ritinlc ~~~  Tr;:iffic· 
Collegf:!  in Portoroz, development of ,part-t4ne progranUnes for continuing education and 
retraining· of people working in the tou~m  sector,·..  · 
?  The development of short cycle courses in graphics technology. 
No new projects hilVe:been support~d-in  this area. 
?  Social  sciinces  in .the. area  of  the  development  of curricula  and  in'-service _training  in  public 
adminiStration.  · ·  ·  - ·  · · -· 
This· area has" been covered byl  newly:accepted project which aims at the- introduction of .. 
new curricutain public administration at the University of-Ljubljaria with well-trained staff, 
starting  ~t undergraduate level, arid. at the development of  ~ system of courses for  in-
service and on-the-job ~rai:ningfor civil seryant~ and administrators.· 
?  The. ievelopment'of universities'  capa~ities to  provide  retraining  and  updating courses  for 
secondary school teacfzers.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
No pt:ojects have been supported in this area.  )  ' 
?  Modern  European languases ln. the area of interpreting and transkting. 
· Thls area has been covered by 1 newly accepted project. It aims at the creation of. a •  new 
department at the Faculty of Arts at'  the University of Ljubljana, as well as Qf the Centre for 
Translationand Inte.rpreting with a programme to start in 1997/98 for English, German, 
French,}talian andSpanish.  · · ·  ·  · ·  c 
?  European law 
This area has been covered by i newly accepted project which ainis at  the restructUring of 
-the European law course at· the Ljubljana and Maribor universities with the development of , 
.  a: postgraduate Masters degree course m  European law and the creation of an International 
Summer SChool inEuropean Law.  _.·  .  ,  .  . . ,  '  . 
5 out of 7 Slovenian priority areas have been.covered by newly accepted JEPs due to the 
·f~ct that only 5 new projects could -be  accepted for  funding on the basis of the 1994/95 
Slovenian national budget. Mqreqver, in the two_ren;taining priority areas .the  ~ppliCation5 
submitted were of-insufficient quality.  .  . -48-
III. 11.4.  Geographical . distribution_ of -running  JEPs  b1  Slovenia- in 
1994/95 
There are 14 Slovenian institUtions; located in 6 qiffererit towns, involved in JEPs running in 
1994/95. 9 of these institutions (64.3%)  are located in Ljubljana (the capital of Slovenia). 
Maribor, Kranj, Domzale, lzola,. ~d  Portoro;z are the  othe~  ·towns represented in runhing 
JEPs.  ·,  - --
.  ' 
! 
.  / 
---:.  -. ', 
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IV.  MAIN CHANGES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN TEMPUS 
1990- 1994 
IV. 1.  THE PHARE CONTEXT 
The experience and expertise gained in European Community programmes in the education 
and training field, in particular ERASMUS and COMETT, formed the basis for Tempus in 
-1990. Traiiling having been designated as one of the priority areas for cooperation with .the 
emerging Central and Eastern European democracies, it was felt that the experience gained 
in inter-university cooperation, student mobility and industry-university cooperation in the 
Community could usefully. be drawn upon to create a companion scheme intended as an 
immediate response to identified training needs in Central and Eastern Europe. 
Thus the principal objective of Tempus at its adoption in 1990, as set out in. Article 4 of the 
· Council  Decision of 17  May,  was to  contribute to  the  improvement of training in the 
countries concerned (initially Poland and Hungary) in particular via support to exchange 
and mobility <?f both students and teaching staff. 
It is in particular with regard .to this context and these objectives t~t  these have been major 
developments in Tempus since 1990. There has been the gradual realisation that - at least 
as long as Tempus is financed from the Phare budget designed to support economic and 
social reform in the partner countries- higher education reform in the countries of Central 
and Eastern Europe cannot be regarded in isolation or in terms of a companion scheme to 
intra-Community Schemes but must be considered as <;me, albeit important, aid measure iri 
the context of Community support for the process of social, economic and politiCal reform. 
For Tempus this has meant defining strategic reform objecti-ves for each country concerned 
rather than providing  s~pport  for cooperation and mobility as an end in itself. 
This important change in emphasis is reflected in the terms of the 1993 Te!Ilpus II Council 
Decision which sets out the guide lines for the period 199t1,- 1998. This textclearly refers-to 
the role of higher education development in the overall reform process and states that the 
objectives of Tempus are to promote, as part of the overall objectives and g-Uidelines of the -PhiJre 
and Tacis  programmes in the context of economic and social reform,  the development of the _higher 
education systems in the partner countries. 
·'  \ 
As a result, the specific _objec::tives  named are no longer _the development of exchange and 
· mobiiity but the provision of support to 
• ·  the development of curricula in priority areas; 
•  the reform of higher education structures, institutions and their management; 
~  .  . 
•  the development of skill-related training to address specific higher and advanced level 
skill shortages during ecol}omic reform, -in particular through improved and extended 
links to industry. _, 
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This shift in objectives and the closer link to Phare have also brought about another,' less 
·  · perceptible change, namely that Tempus has. not developed like ERASMuS as a programme 
targeted towards the great .mass of universities, especially in European Union countries. 
Given  the. considerable  commitment  necessary  from  an  partners  involved  to  reach 
objectives and obtai!} results often· in very difficult conditions, the programme increasingly 
tends to attract only those universities/faculties which have taken_the conscioUs decision to 
pursue  cooperation •  with  Central  and:  Eastern  Europe .  as . erie  of· their  o~n strategi~ . 
· objectives.  · 
1-.  •. 
. IV.-,1.1.- Dt!velopment of national priorities·forsupport 
.·. 
The development .  of national priorities for ·support .  has ariSen as  natio~ai·strategies for · 
implementation have developed._ withhl the Phare framework.  Quality remainS a  m~jor 
criterion foi: acceptance of projects, but the specifiC needs of-a country and its strategies.for 
meetirig theJ:n are now given greater w~ight  in the selection pr:ocess.  . .  . 
.. \ 
During this proces~  !U\ unportant aspect of Tempus ha5 been modified, but without  the IOS.S 
·of what is distinctive in thP. SCheme and-in all education and training programmes of ~e 
,  European  Union.  The ··'bottom-up'  approach  whereby. applications  are  su~ln:itted  in · 
response to annual calls for application has been retained but over the. last two years has 
been given a 'top-down' elP.ment as applicants' have-been required not si.J:riply'to pursue the 
academic  interests  they  &hare  with  tf.teir  partners  bqt  to  submit' projects  which  wfll 
contribute to an over~ll national strategy for reform. Areas to be given priority for support 
are defined· by the national authorities  in_ each partner country in consultation: with the 
Europe~  Commission and published in the Guidefor Applicants. Applications for support -
for projects which do notfall within these clearly defined priority areas are not assessed for 
fun_ding.  ·  ·  ·  .  · 
·The issue of national priorities for  Tempus su-pport  is  further developed under IV  2.2· 
below..  ·  · 
IV. 2. ·  INSTRUMENTS OF COOPERATION 
IV. 2.1.  Devdopment in the !<>int .European Project (JEP) cQncept. 
In Jlne with the shift iii  .obje~tives set out. above,. the  Joint  European Project  (JEP);- the 
·instrument intr9duced in 1990 to' provid-e the.coope1ative framework in which activities 
.  designed to promote the development of  the higher education in the partner countries  , 
should take place, hasbeen modified over the  years  (although  th~ basic  concept  of a 
miniffium of two -Community partners and 'one university  jn at  least. one Central and 
eastern Eurpp'ean country remains).  .·  ·  · 
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First of all, a distinction has been made betw'een structural JEPs (the vast majority) and 
mobility JEPs. As far as structural JEPs are concerned, much greater emphasis than before 
is placed on the identification of proje,ct objectives and precise potential output and only in 
this context on the description of  the activities  and  resources  necessary  to  attain  this 
·objectives in a' given period. At the same time it is considered increasingly important that 
those responsible for the central management of the programme are able to give support 
and guidance to project coordinators and contractors throughout the 'life' of their project 
and thus, it is hoped, to increase the effectiveness of the activities undertaken and the final 
impact of the project at national level. 
. Mobility projects, on the other himd, aim at the creation of a network for the organisation of 
student mobility as much as at the support of student mobility itself.  It is  hoped that, 
among oth,er things, experience in such projects could help to  facilitate the transition to 
participation in European Union programmes at some stage in the future. 
IV. 2.2.  Links  between Joint  European  Projects  and  national  higher 
education development via the definition of priority areas 
In order to enable Tempus to contribute more effectively to the structural reform process as 
set out above, projects objectives and activities have to correspond to a limited number of 
priority areas for support per palt".er country. 
Here an attempt ha5 nevertheless been made to define a common framework of prioritY 
issues and objectives that can be addressed by Tempus projects which can be summarised 
as follows 
•  priority  to  projects  furthering  structural  changes  and  reforms,  for  example,  the 
promotion  of  multi-disciplinary. studies  involving  cooperation  between  different 
departments  within  a  institution,  or  the  development  of  new  course  structures, 
particularly  short. cycle  bachelor  degrees  and  postgraduate  courses  offering  new 
qualifications adapted to the changing needs of society; 
•  priority to subjects in certain academic areas, for example business management and 
economics  especially  areas. linked  to  finance,  banking  and  privatisation  or  areas 
directly  linked  to  Phare  reform  programme  such  as  agriculture,  health,  public 
administration etc.; finally, issues linked to broader European cooperation such as law 
and European studies; 
•  preference  to  projects  demonstrating  certain  features,  for  example  promoting 
cooperation between several institutions within a particular country, projects managed 
by local rather than EU partners.  · 
It is hoped that these modifications will enable Tempus to develop from a scheme the major 
impact of which has been at the lev-el of the individual professors/department involved to a 
programme  contributing  to  institutional  development  and  in  a  coherent  way  to  the 
realisation of each country's higher education strategy. . -52·-
IV~ 2.3.  Major Decrease in Support to Regional Joint European  ~rojeds 
· One by-product of the increasing concentration ()~  nati~nal prlorities for ~upp~rt  h~  been  a 
sharp reduction in the number of regional projects, Le.  projects involving more than one 
·partner  country.  The. difficultY  1n  preparing' project  proposals  corresponding  to  the 
.priorities of several countri~s at the same time is evident. This presupposes that the project· 
represents  a  very high priority for· all countries concerned.  Howe·ver,  funding remairis · 
:possible if prop~ed  by the partne~  countries within the pmgramming ofMulti.Cot'ntry fhar'e. 
At the same time it is important to mentio~ that evidence gathered u."'ltil now from project 
. reports and sit~ viSits does not sugg~st that overall, regional projects rav·e been among the 
most successful Tempus.projects implemented. They hav~ often tended to be c;  series-of 
bilateral projects working in  p~rallel Jj!ther than projects loc•king' at· a pe;rticular issue from a 
regional viewpoint. Thus, they have lacked focus and the  ·regional 'va1ue-added' has ofteri · 
been diffi~ult to determine.  ·  · 
(  ·.  .  .  -· 
_  A regional element c;>f a different nature is, however, becoming increasi.~gly important fot a . 
number of different countries, namely enc<?ufagemeht of cooperation ~tween  several o,f · 
their universities within_ the same project.  Indeed~ this represents an important selection' 
criterion for Joint European Project for many countries.··· 
IV. 2.4.  Emphasis oil the· Sustainability of. results and on dissemination 
activities:Join,t European N~tworkSI(JENs)  .-
With a view to maximising the henefits and the impact of the resources invested inTe~pus  -
-projects hitherto the concept ofJoint European Network was introduced in 1993 with a 
view to giving liffiited support for a furtl}.er two year to the best JEPs having come to the · 
. end of their initial three year funding period. The main objectives of JENs are 
'·  . 
•  to  .contribut,~  ~0 the  maintenance of the results achieved  dur~g the three years of 
..  Tempus funding· and. thtl!!  ensure the· maximum benefit frorn the financial  support . 
. awarded and·the developments already accomplished; 
· •  . to  encourage  the. dissemination ·of  the  outputs  of  the  most  successful  projects; 
particularly at national level in the partner countries concerned. 
In general, increased importance is being attached to the importance of dissemination of . 
project outputs,'in particular at nation~llevel. This is discussed in more detail below in the 
:Section on Complementary Measures (cf.  IV~.6.)  . 
IV  . .z.s.  Changes in the Indivi_duaLMobility ~rant  support offered 
The most obvious development here since 1990 has been the removal of student mobility 
from Tempus (other than in Joint  European Projects),  and the concentration solely  on 
teaching  staff  mobility. ·Again  this  change  can  be  explained  mainly .·by·  the  need  to 
. · concentrate  limite~ resources on the·  progr~e  components n;tost likely to bring  ab~mt  .· 
lastil)g structural change in, the partner countries. However, at the sametirile the desire to 
·concentrate resources on measures with a dear European ,'value-adcied' element rather thari. 
· on bilateral student ~obility between one Member State and.  one partner country should 
·also be mentioned in this ·context.  ·  · ·  · -53-. 
In  line  with  the  overall  move  towards  national. policies  for  Tempus country-specific 
priorities for support for  individual mobility grants .have also been developed by some 
. partner countries. It is also ihteresting to note the particular importance which individual 
mobility grant-support has assumed for small countries with very limited Tempus budgets 
and therefore very few Joint European Projects. Strategic use of Individual MobilitY Grants 
means that important subject areas and universities/faculties can nevertheless receive some 
form of Tempus support. 
At the same time, cine  issue which could be considered more closely in the future would 
perhaps be a more targeted use of individual mobility giants overall in order to reach those 
staff members/departments/faculties not yet participating in international relations. 
IV. 2.6.  Ch~ges  in  the  activities  eligible  for  support  under 
Complementary Measures 
Complementary Measures, originally based, on the ERASMUS model and designed to give 
support to the .extension  of university associations  to Central and Eastern Europe,  for 
publicatio~ and for.studies and survey have now been completely redesigned with a view 
to underpinning.tht:.oyerall aims of Tempus as set out above, and to providing support 
complementary  to  the .main instrument of project funding and important with regard  to 
maximising the unpact of  Tempus in the medium term. There are now three main funding 
possibilities:  -
•  support to universities and faculties to develop and strengthen capacities for strategic 
planning and institutional developmel\t at the level of the university or faculty,  for 
example in areas such as staff development, quality assurance, project formulation, 
administration, perSonnel management, the'creati6n of international offices etc.; 
•  support for the dissemination of Tempus results in particular at national level within  .  r 
particular subject areas or sectors;· 
•  · support for the national' auth.prities of the partner countries in order to contribute to 
the elaboration of nationiil hjgher education strategy in an area of identified need, for 
· example with regard to the integration of research institutes into the universities or for 
the development of a national higher education accreditation centre etc. . ' 
_./ 
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-IV. 3.  PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
.  '  .  .  .  . 
" ·.  '.  (  . . 
-Finally,. alongside  the  changes  41·  programme  objectives -and ·in: nmding  pos5ibilitie;S: 
avciilable there. haye been a nuinber of, hopefully corresponding,·developments concerning 
· .  project impleme~tatio~. Worthy of #lentiort are.in particular following a5pects:  -
/I 
.  IV. 3.1.- -The move to increased partner country responsibility for pro]ed 
•-.  'coordination and contracto~hiP.  -·'  .·  .•:  . 
.- OVer - the  last  few  . yeats · the ·possibility  of· the"  transfer  of  project ·  .man'ag~ment­
res-ponsibilities,  fi~t of ·all -.(or all partner colll)tries-with regard to p~oject coordinati<?n 
(i,e.  academi~ leadership) and secondly :- for· those countries whose' banking systell\S and 
legislation are_able to  provide the necessary services -concerning contractual responsibility 
-(i.e.  financialleader~hip) has-been ~de  possible wbere ~e  ptoje.:t partrlers so wish. This is 
a question to be.  resolved ·among the-partners of  each potential project' bu_t for a  number of 
- partner countries.  is an important -aspect to be taken info account in project  selecti~n. It is .. -
·- hoped in this way both to ensure to as·large a degree as possible that projects correspond to 
the needs of the partner country paqners and secondly to encourage.-the transfer.of.project_ 
. management skills. from  experienced  European Union  Universities  t_o  colleagues ift  the 
partner ·countries. Finally, it is clear that the costs. involved when project administra~ori is 
undertak~n  in the partner-countries iue considerably less than :when tasks. are undertaken in 
· _  the EU.  - - - ·- -
/ 
.  -
-.IV. 3.2.  The  int~o~uction·  of plu~a:rlnual fundin·g 
·,  :-
Fro~ the beginrifug  of·Teinpus.II~ Le.  from  academic  y~ar 1994/95 onwards, successful 
contractors will receive a three year contract for their Joint  Europ~an l'rojects_  rath~r than 
. having .to depend on annual  renewal procedures arid  their almost unavoidable- del~ys. :. 
Whiie of  course  p~ojects will be closely monitored throughout their "lives"  and revised  . 
budgetary plarulir\g requesb:id at the beginning of  eaeh :year, it is };loped that in _this way-to ·  · 
increase_flexibility within a  clear overal~ project ~alnework.  - - -
·  .  -Thus,· oyer the last four years with regard to  pr~granuile  -objectives~ funding mechanisms~­
..  and  day~to-day unplementation a  n~ber  of fundamental changes have occurred within . 
-Tempus. It is hoped that in the future .the programme will continue to develop in resporise 
to the needs of  the.  beneficiary  countJ:ies  thus ·making .a  use~l contribution to higher 
education development within each national context · ·  · -
··'  .  - . 
·,. ANNEX! 
TEMPUS PUBLICATIONS 
Tempus publications issued during the period I August 1993 - 31 July 1994: 
t  .  . 
I. .  Tempus (Phare)  Guide  for· applicants  1994/95,  in  9  'languages,  giving  full  details  of the 
Scheme, fts  objectives and selection criteria, together with application  forms  for the various· 
activities. 
D,A  ~atalogue  N~ 1116 CY-79-93-695-DA-C 
DE  Catalogue W  11  16 CY  -79-93-695-I!E-C 
EN  Catalogue N° 11  I6-CY-79.:93-695-EN-C 
ES  ~~ague  No  11  16 CY-79-93-695-ES-C 
FR  Catalogue W  11  16 CY-79-93-695-FR-C 
GR  · Cat{ilogue W  1116CY-79-93-695-GR-C 
IT  .  Catalogue W  1116 CY-79-93-695-IT-C 
NL,  _  Catalogue No  11  16 CY-79-93-695-NL-C 










2.  Tempus (Phare)  Youth  activities  Guidelines,  Academic  Year  1994/95,  in  9  languages, 
-providing details of this part of the.Tempus Scheme:- together with an application form.  _ 
DA  . Catalogue N° 11  16 CY  -79-93-704-DA-C 
DE - : Catalogue W  11  16 CY -79-93-704-DE-C 
EN  Catalogue W  11  16 CY-79-93-704-EN-C 
ES  Catalogue No  11  16 CY-79-93-704-ES-C 
FR  - Catalogue No  11 '16 CY-79-93-704-FR-C 
GR  Catalogue No  11  I6-CY-79-93-704-GR-C 
IT  Catalogue No  1116CY-79-93-704-IT-C 
NE  Catalogue No  11  16 CY-79-93-704-NL-C 









ISBN: 92-826-6157-1  _ 
3.  _ Tempus (Phare) Pilot Projects with Poland, period of 1 June 19Q4 to 31  December 1995, in 4 
languages (DE, EN, FR, IT), providing· details Of this special action of the Tempus Scheme, 
together· with an application form 
Catalogue No none  ISBN: none 
4.  Tempus (Phare) Compendium for 1993/94, in EN  (introduction in DE, EN, FR) giving details 
of all JEPs and Complementary Measures projec~ currently running, together with indexes.  -
EN  Catalogue W  11  16CY-80-93-678~EN-C  -ISBN:: 92-826-6670-0 
-i- 0.... I ... 
\,  _, 
'·,  _,. 
·.'··· 
.  ( 
5~  . Tempus(Phare) Annual Report 1992/93 in 9lang~ages  .. 
DA  Catalogue N° 1116 CY-82-93-i33-DA-C 
DE  - Catalogue No  11  16CY-82-93-133-DE~C 
EN  Catalogue N° 1116  CY-82-93-133-EN~C  . 
· ES <.  - ~atalogue  N°·l116'cY-82~9J-133-ES-C 
FR.  Catalogue.N°'1116CY-82~93-133-FR-C 
GR  ,. ·  Catalogue W  11  16 CY -82-93-133-GR-C 
'rf .  CataiogueN° 11  16 CY-82-93-133-IT-G, 
NL..  ·  Catalogue w 11  16 cy  ~s~-93-133-NL-C 
PT  •  Catalogue W  1116CY-82-93~133-PT-C 
ISBN: 92-826-7156-9 
ISBN: 92~826~  7157-7. 
.  ISBN: 92-826~7159~3.  ·: 




·ISBN: 92-826-7162-3  . 
ISBN':  92-826~7163-L 
6. ·  Tempus (Phare)Sit~ Visit Pr~griurime Annpal Report 199Y93 in  9langu~~e~;-. 
DA  Catalogue N° 11  16 CY  -81-93-131,.DA~C 
.  DE  CatalogueW 1U6CY-81-93-l31-DE-C: 
EN ,  . -Catalogue N°·11 16 CY,.S1-93-131-EN-C 
ES  -·.- Catalogue 1"lo :11 i6  CY~8l-93-l3t:-ES-C 
FR  CaU.ogue N° 1i 16 CY~81.,93-l31'-~-C 
GR  - c'atalcigue W  11 16CY-81~93-131~GR-t 
.  - IT  Catalogue N° 1116  CY-81-93-13l-IT~C 
NL  (:atalogue No l116  CY:81-93-131~NL-C 
'P'f  CataiogueNo 11  16.'CY-81-93,.131-PT-C 
.  . 
·.  - ISBN: 92-826-6821-5 
: - ISBN:-92-826-6822-3 




- ISBN: 92-826-6826-6 
ISBN:  92~826-6827-4-
ISBN: 92-826"6828-2~ 
7.  Tempus (Tacis) Guide for applicants Pre-JEP phase Academic Year 1994/95 in 9 hmguages. 
DA  ·  Catalogu~ W  11 16 CY-8i:;93-139-DA-C  ISBN: 9i-826-6812-6 
DE  Catalogue N° 1116  CY-81~93-139-DE:c  _ ISBN: 92-826-6813-4 
_  EN  Catalogue N;,  1116  CY-81-93-139-EN~C .  ISBN: 92-826-6815-0 
ES  Catalogue W  11  16 CY-81-93-139~ES-C _  '. ISBN: 92-826-6811~8' 
FR .  Catalogue No  11  16 CY-81-93-139-FR-c.·  ISBN: 92-826-6816"9 .-
GR.  -Catalogue W  11  16 CY~81-93-139-GR~C  ISBN:-92-826~6814-2 . 
IT  ·Catalogue.W 11  16 CY-81~93-139-IT-C.  . -ISBN: 92-826-6817-7 
NL:.  Catalogue W  1116  CY--81-93-139-NL~C  - ISBN: 92-826-6818-5 
PT  Ca~ogue  No  i_1  -16  CY-81-93-139~i>T-C  _ ISBN: 92-826-6819-3 
8 ..  ·.  Tempus (T~cis).  Compendium· for -1993/94,  in  EN  gi\>ing  details  of all  Pre~JEP~  proj~ts  ·' 
currently. running; together with indexes  ·  · · 
Catalogue No none  -ISBN: none 
'·} 
9.  TempusLeaflet, in 9 languages, giving~ brief outline of the Scheme  .  '  .  .  . 
~  C_atalogue No none  ISBN: none 
':  ; 
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Supported projects  JEP DISTRIBUTION BY SUBJECT AREA  (new and renewalprojects) 
·-
Subjeet area  Number  % 
100:  Humanities 
•. 
13  2.8 
200:  Sociai. Sciences  46  9.9 
300:  Management and Business  78  16.8 
400:  Natural Sciences and Mathematics  24  5.1  .. 
.  ' 
500: Applied Sciences and Technologies  240  51.7 . 
600:  Art and Design  4  1.0 
\, 
700:  Languages  19 
:  4.1 
-
800:  Other  29  6.3 
900:  JEP+ Subject Areas  11  2;3 
' 
Total  464  100  . 
.  - I  -'  ·'· 
'· 
.  . .  ~ 
,. 
.  .~ 
\.; . 












































.  .  .  .  . 
OvERALL STATIStics oN'JEP SELEcTION l994/95 
Supporte4 appijcations (new and renewal projects) 
.  .  - .  '  .  .  .  .  .  ~  . 
Coordinating country  Country  inv~lvrrtent 
%  % 
22  '4;6  . 131  28.2 
25  5.3  223  '  48.1 
12  ..  2.5  68  14.7. 
5  1.0  121  26.1 
43  --·~.i 
.. 
196  42.2 
12  2.~  83  17.9 
' 
-18  3~8 
·.• 
145  .31.3 
3  0.5  76  . '16.4 
0  ·0.0  1.  '0.2-
-18  3.8  132  28.4 
3 ';  0.5  66  14.2 
:57  12.2  270.  .. 58.2 
- . -
. ,. 
.0  0.0  17  '3.7 
21  4.4  59  l2.i 





~  -i.o  19  4.1 
43  9.2  66  14.2 
.-
·2  0.4  20  4.3 
5  :  1.1  19.  4:1 
.78  16.8  175  ·.  37.7 
. 29  ',6.3  51- ILO 
17  :.  3.7  ·24  : . 5.2 
.18  3.9- 33  7.1 
2 
>, 
.0.8  25  8.6 
0  0.0  '  0  o.o· 
0  ··o.o  '3  0.6 
·'  _0  0.0·  4  0;9 
0  0:0  .  o·  0.0 
·o  o.o  0  0.0 
0  0.0  10  ·2:2 
0  0.0  ..  0  0.0 ·  .  .. 
4  l.T  39  '16.7 
1  0.4  23  9.9 
"  0  ·. o.o  1  0.2 
.o  .o:o  14  3.0 
464·  ~00.0 
I  2123  mo.o·-
·.· 
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(  . TEMPUS SCHEME: OVERALL FIGURES 
1.BUDGET: 
Total Tempus budget (in MECU)  23.16  70.5  98.0 
National indicative programme  23.16  55.5  85.5 
Regional funds  15.0  12.5 
'  Other Phare sources 
...  * To fmance plun-aruwal acttvllles 
2. PROJECTS: 
Number of  Joint European Projects supported  153  452  643 
national .projects  118  . 357  506 
regionai projects  35  95  137 
of which:  renewed·  134  403 
new.  153  318  240. 
Mobility flows'within Joint Euroru<an Projects 
(new + renewed):· 
Staff:  (total)  1,308  5,198  9,870 
from ECE1 to EU  724  3;148  6,014' 
from EU to ECE  584  2,050  3,794 
from ECE to ECE  - - 62 
Students: ·  (total)  1,218  3,099  6,407 
from ECE to EU  ..  1,033  2,747  5,612 
fromEU to E'CE  185  352  786.  -
from ECE to ECE  - - 9. 
-
•, 
Number of  Individual Mobility Grants supported  1,572  1,657  1,396 
(each person can visit more than one country) 
· Staff:  frofi?. EU to ECE  315  280  314 
from ECE to EU  48,9  706  1,082 
Students:  from EU to ECE  35  .  34  -
from ECE to EU  733  637  -
Number of Complementary Measures supported 
mber of  Youth Activities supported 
ECE =  Eastern and Central Europe 
•  The pluri-aJ111Ual concept implies that precise mobility breakdowns are unavailable at this stage. 
- iii -
•129.15  95.9 
108.00·  95.9 
10.25  -
10.90  .-
504  464 
414  428 
90  36 
465  225 
39  239 
9,518  •  -
5,876  -
3,436  . -
206  -
6,166  -·  5,253  -
873  -
40  -
2,239  1,369. 
629  162 
























I  ., 
'  •) OVERALL FIGURES BY .ELIGmLE COUNTRY 
Fact.Sheet Albania 
I .  . 
. l.·BUDGET: 
·'  -
Total  Tempus budg~t  (in MECU}  __  "·  1.25  -4.9~.  2.4  8.59 
I  ' 
National indicative progrllil1IDe  1.20  2.50  :  .2.4·- ·6.H) 
Regio~a,l funds.  - .  0:05  0.04  - . o:o9 ·  '  ·--
Other·Phare:sources. 
•. 
2.40  - .2.40_'  ,,__,. 
..  ..  To fmance plun-.umua 1  actJvJUes  .. 
2. PROJECTS: 
Number of  Joi,nt European  P~jects  supported.  9  14  17 
national  projects  •·  8  l3  17 
regional projects  1  1- . 
of which:  renewed  1 
'  9  12 
•. 
new  --..  8  5  5  l3 
Mobili~  flows within Joint Euro~an  Projects  · 
\.  (new +·renewed): 
Staff:  ·from ALB (total)  /  47  124  171 
·'·  toEU  - 47  124  l7L 
toECE  \~ 
to ALB.(total).  '  -48  73"  121 
-fromEU  48  73:  121 
fromECE 
Students:  from ALB (total)  so  65  115 
toEU  so:  65  115 
toECE 
to ALB (total)- -6- 6 
fromEU.  6  .6 
from EC::E  -
.. 
Number of Individual Mobility Grants supported ·  ,_  63  163  ·191  -417 
(each person can visit 'more than one country) .  ..  .  .  .  .  -
-·  Staff:  · from EU to ALB  9  37  9  55 
fro!Jl ALB to EU  54  .126.··  182'  362 
~-
· Students:  from EU to ALB ·  - - - - -
.  frorri ALB to EU .  - - - - -
~ ..  ..  - -- .. 
Number of-Complem~ntary  Measures supported  - - 4  '  2  6 
(numbt!r of  projec~ in which ALJ3 is involved)  .  .. 
.  · 
.. 
-
Number of  Youth Activities supported· ·  _  - 2 ..  - -- 2- .. 
(number of projects in which'  ALB is involved)  -
;-
..  ( 
.  ,. Fact Sheet Bulgaria 
1990 
1.BUDGET: 
ToW Tempus budget (in MECU)  6.0 




Other Phare sources 
·, 
'  ..  • To fmance plun-armual acttv1aes 
2. PROJECTS: 
.  -
Number of  Joint European Projects supported  53 
national projects  "  31' 
regionai proje~ts  22 
of which:  renewed•  7 
new  '46 
Mobili!Y flows within Joint Eurooean Projects 
(new + renewed):  .. 
Staff:  _ from BO (to~}  259 
toEU- 259 
-toECE  -
to BG. (total)  ISO 
fi-omEU  150 
fromECE  -
Students:  from a·a (total) 
;•  "  '7Q 
toEU  I  - 70 
toECE  -




Number of  Individual Mobility Grants  supp~n'ted  140 
(each person can visit more than one country) 
•' 
Staff:  fromEUto BG  16 
fromBGtoEU  102 
Students:  froni EU to BG  -
fromBGtoEU  22 
Number of Complementary Measures supported  19 
(number of  projects in which BG is involved)  ' 
Number of Youth Activities supported  7 
(number of projects in which BG is involved) 
- v-
8.92  •15.71 
. 8.00  15.00 
0.92  - ' 0.71 
-
86  66 
59  49 
27  17 
52  66 
34.  -
607  620 
607  620 
- -
341  344 
341  344 
- -
·-
295  321 
295  321 
- -
29  57 
29  '57 
-,  - -
128  296 
20  -54 
108  242 
'  - -
'  - -
12  4 
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!  r I: 
·FaCt She~t Czech _Republicz 
.  ·~~=I  =1==:99()-:=:==.  =r==-:=1==:99==~=:r:ot====1~=2==;lr=_  .==1=99=3=-=~-1  =Tenp1!=1994:!::.  =-~1~1  T=O=T=AL===;o.  --1 
1.BUDGET:· 
Total '(emp~s  budget <4t MEC.U).  .. 
N  atioqal-indicative· prognunm.e 
Regional funds · . · 
Other Ptiare sources · 
.. -- . '"To fmance plun-annual acu.vJUes · 
. 2. PROJECTS·: 
.  '  . 
N~mbet  of Joint European PrOjects supported 
national projects 
regional projects 
.·  of which:  renewed 
new 
Mobility flows within Joint: European Projects 
(new +-renewed):·  · 
'staff:  ...  from CZ (total)  · 
..  to~U 
.·  to-ECE 
· t~ C:Z (tota,l) 
fromEU 
from ECE 
' Students:  · 'froin CZ-{t()tal) 
.  to.EU 
. toECE .· 
...  to cz (total) ·. 
fromEU. 
fromECE 
. ·- ·-~ 
Number of  lndi~d~al  M;obilitjr Grants supported 
(each person can visit more than one country~· . 
Staff:  :. from EU io CZ 
fromCZtoEU 
Students:  fromEUtoCZ 
..  from 'cz to EU  '  ..  .. 
.. 
..  .. : 
Number of Complementary Measures supported 
(number of projects in which CZ is involved) 
.. 
. .  , 
Number of Youth Activities supported 
.. 
.. 
(number_ of projects·in which c:t is involved) ·  . 
··-~ ~ .  -













,  ..  .  : 
•10.94  5.5  --
16.44  .. 
·- 8·.oo  5.5  13.50.  .·· 
'  2.94  ; . 2.94. 
'· 
\  -... 
" : 
..  81  41 
..  .•  26  - 23 
55  18 
81  26 
15 
\  . 
691  691 
671  671 
20  . 20 
428  428· 
417  417 
·11  11 
612  612 
. 608·  608 
4  4 
•130  . 130  .. -
126  126 
4  4 
.. 
240.  '83  323 
,·  ...  .. 
89  ~9  118 
.151  ..  54  205  -
- - -
- - -
3  .8  .  11 
...... 
15.  ,9  24 
-
' Fact Sheet Slovak RepublicJ 
1990  TOTAL 
1. BUDGET: 
Total Temp1;15 budget (in MECU)  . -6.18  s.o  11.18 
National indicative programme  5.00  5.0  10.00 
Regional funds  '  1.18  - 1.18 
Other Phare sources  - - -
...  • To flllance plun-annual acfiVJbes 
- 2. PROJECTS: 
Number of Joint European Projects supported  46  33  I 
national projects  12  19 
regional projects  34  14 
of which:  renewe4  44  18 
new  2  15  2 
- .  Mobili!Y flows within. Joint Euro~an  Projects 
(new+ renewed):  -
Staff:  from·SK (tOtal)  365  ·365 
toEU  ..  . 351  351 
toECE  14  14  -
to s·K (total)  226  226 
t'rom:Eu  210  210 
fromECE.  16  16 
Students:  from SK (total)  ...  292  292 
toEU  ..  289  289 
toECE  3  3  •. 
to SK (total)  41  4i 
fromEU  . 36  36 
- fromECE  5  5. 
Number of Individual Mobility Grants supported  136  73  209 
(each person can visit more than one country) 
Staff:  fromEUto SK  41  9  50 
fromSKtoEU  95  64  159 
·-
' 
Students:  fromEUto SK  - - -
from SK t9 EU  - - -
Number of Complementary Measures supported  2  4  6 
(number of projects in which SK is involved) ·· 
.  ·. 
Number Of Youth Activities supported  10  6  16 
(number of projects in which SKis involved) 
3  for.t990-1992 see fact sheet Czechoslovakia 
-vii-. ' 
Fact sheet  Fo~in.er Czechoslovakia . 




Total Tempus budget (in·MECU)  3.7  ·.12.8.  18.46·  34.96. 
r  .. 
National indicative prograriune  . 3.7 .  9.0  15.00  27.70. 
Regional fundS  ·  __  3.8  3:46-
..  7.26 . 
. Other Pbaie sources · 
..  - .. 
\  .  -· 
\  .  . 2. PROJECTS:· 
. 
Number of  J~int EuroPe&n Projects supported  39  124.  163  ~  ., 
.  .. 
;  national projectS  39  57  70  : 
'  regional projects  ·- . 67  93 
of which:  renewed  50  125  ..  ~~ 
145  ·new  39.  '74.  38  -: 
.. 




(new + renewed):  . 
'  .. ·  ..  ' 
Staff:  .  from CS (totalL  141  636  1,192  ·•  1,969 
toEU  '·  141  636  1,181  1,958  ...  \.  . 
toECE  - . - 11  11 
I  .,  .· . ·to CS (total) 
.. 
119  405  660  '  1,184 
fromEu·  .  119  405 .  649  1,173 
..  from  .. ECE  i1  ·-u  - -
StUdents:  · from CS (to_tal)  154  500  980.'  ..  1,634 
toEU  154·  500.  '  : 979  .  1,633 
r 
toECE·  . 1  i  ·"'  - -
to <;:s (t9ta1)  28  70  167  265 
·- fromEU  28  70  165  ..  .  263 
'  .. 
r  fromECE  - - 2  2  -
\  :  .. 
. '·  .. 
N!Jmber of Individual Mobility· Gran.ts supported  12,7  452  269  1,008 
(each pen~on can visit inore.than one country)  -
. ' 
Staff:  from EU to CS .  58  70.  -78  206~ 
from CS to EU  175  --222  191  588  . 
Students:  from EU to CS ·  ·- 1  16  - "  .  17 
from CStoEO  53  144  - 197.- - . -
'  .. 
.. 
.  Num~r  of Complementary Measures suppoi1ed  24  .  .  21 .  8  53  ., 
(number ofprojects in which CS is involved)  - -
._ 
' 
..  .. 
Numbe·r of Youth Activities supported  14  22.  ll  ..  48 
(~umberpfprojects in  ~hich·cs is inwlved)  .  - " 
I  . 
- VIII -Fact  She~t  Estonia 
-II~=.  =1===990~=r==:=1===:99:=:;:.;;;=r~-~1~~2  ==;=====199===3===9.1~~;,;~~994~nl~~l1=T=O=T=A~L  II 
1.BUDGET: 
Total Tempus budget (in MECU) .  1.01  •3.62  1.5  6.13 
t  .  •  ' 
National indicative prog'ramme  1.00  1.50  1.5  4.00 
Regional funds  ·0.01  0.02  - 0.03 
_  Other Phare sources  2.10  - 2.10 
...  . * To fmance plun-annual actmues 
'I 
2. PROJECTS: 
Number of  Joint European Projects supported·  8  17  19 
national projects ·  6  11  15 
regional projects  2  6  4 
/ 
ofwh.ich:  renewed  - 11  '\ 6 
new  - 8  6  .  '13  14 
Mobility flows within Joint Eurooean Proj~cts 
(new + renewed): 
Staff:  from EE (total)  .  57  67  124 
toEU  57  62  119 
toECE ·  ...  5  5 
· to EE (total)  - 33  65  98 
fromEU  33  56  S9 
from ECE  - 9  9 
Students:  from EE (total)  36  63  99 
toEU 
;  36  63  - 99 
'toECE  - -·  -
to EE (total)  1  8  9  .. 
fromEU  1  8  9 
fromECE  - - - -
I 
Number of Individual Mobility Grants  ·supported  43  113  62  218 
(each person can visit more than one country) 
1 
. stili:  fromEU to EE  10  20  5  35 
from EE.to EU  33  93  57  183 
Students:  from EU to EE ·  -
~  - - -
from EE to EU- - - - -
~ 
Number of Complementary Measures supported  3  1  2  6 
(number.of projects in which EE is involved) 
Number of  Youth Activities s"pporte(l  - 4  2  6 
(number of  projects in wh~ch  EE'i~ iiwolved) 
-·ix-Fact  ~Sheet  'Hungary 
.  \·  ~~-BUDGET:-









\  '  . 
TotalTemplls  bu~et  (in MECU) 
,National.indicative programm~ 
..  Regional funds .  ·  ·  '' 
/  Ottier·Phare sources 
.. 
.. 
,  .·*To fmance plun-annual acuv1Ues · ·  , 
· 2. PROJECTS:  ..  · ·. 
.  -
Num~r  of  Joint European Projects supported 
.  . 
. national-projects 
.  ' 
. regional projects  ... 
. . 




MobilitY fl'ows ·within Joint  Eur'o~an  Projects 
(new +'renewed):  ··  · ·  ·  ·  · · 
.. 
. Staff:  from H (total)  . 
toEU 
'  to ECE  ·. 
-·  · .to H  (total) 
·  fromEu--'  - -
fromECE  - . 
·.  StudeJ1ts:  from H (total) 
.·  ·-toEU  ·'  . 
toEcE  . 
... 







.  Number of Individual Mobility Grants supported 
(each person can.visit more .than one ~oimtry) 
-
Staff:  fromEUto H  . 
t;rom H to EU 





Number of Complementary Measures supported . 
(number of projects in which His involved)·  ... 
..  - .. 
Number ofYQuth ActiYities supported  . 
.  (number of projectS in which H is involved) · 
~ 
1990 
-6.2  -·  16~1 
6.2  12,0 
4.1 
63  '161 
63  i:89 
.. - 72 
- 62 
63  99 
.. 
' 
224  678.' 
224  678  .. 
- -
192  .455" 
192  455 
- -
..  --
403  844 
403  ,844  . . 
- -
74  160 
74.  160 
-
' 
351  284 
.. 
124  63 
83  77 
.. 
24  5 
120  B9 
27  23  .. 
., 
:32  17 
-X.-
TOTAL 
'19~7  •18.33  16.00  7,5.9 
16,00  16,0  16.00  66.2 
3.27  2.33 
'  - 9.7 
- - -
I 
179  125'  66 
91  75  52 
88.  I.  50  14 
.·. 
155'  lOi  25 
.  24  18  41  245 
~:  ·. 
1,115  988.  3,005 
1,103  971  '2,976 
12  17·c  29 
802  517  1,966 
~ 
i,933  790  496 
12  21  ..  33 
1,419  _1,179  3,845 
1,417  1,178  ..  3,842 
.i  1 .  3  .. 
232  197  663 
230  191·  655 
2  6  8 
..  ..  -· 
-
125  184  63  1,007· 
•-. 
. 
65  82  22  356 
60~  102  41  363 
- - - 29 
- -·  - '  259 
.  '  '  -
16  - 7  7  80 
:  -
: 
13  13  -13  88 
'l  ) ...... 
· Fact  'Sheet Lithuania 
1990  1993  TOTAL 
1.BUDGET: .. 
Total Tempus budget (in MECU)  1.5  •5.2  2.0  8.7 
National indicative programme  1.5  2.5 
' 
2.0  6.0 
Regional. funds ·  - - -.  -
Other Phare sources  2.7  - 2.7 
...  *To fmance plun-armual actJVIbes 
2. PROJECTS: 
-
Number of Joint European Projects supported  11  16  20 
national projects  7  II  I4 
regional projects  4  5  '6 
' 
of which:  renewed  - 11  I5 
new  II  5  5  2I 
Mobility flows within Joint Euro~an  Projects 
(new + renewed):  -
Staff:  fromLT (total)  83  142  225 
toEU  83  133  216 
toECE  - 9  9 
. to LT (total)  36  96  ' 132 
fromEU  36  90  126 
fromECE  - 6 '  6 
Students:  . from LT (total)  65  89  154 
toEU  '  65  89  154 
toECE 
·'  '  - - -
to LT (total)  11  19  30 
fromEU  11  19  30. 
fromECE  - - -
Number of Individual Mobility Grants supported  34  11.3  46  193 
(each person can visit n;tore than one country) 
Staff:  fromEU toLT  I2  45  4:  61 
fromLTtoEU  22  68  '42  132 
Students:  fromEUtoLT  - - - -
fromLTtoEU  - - - -
Number of Complementary Measures supported  3  ·4  4  11 
(number of  projects in which LT is involved) 
.. 
Number of  Youth Activities supported  3  8  4  15 
(number of  projects in which LT is involved) 
-xi -· Fact Sheet Latvia .  '  .  .  ., 
'- . 
·1993 . .  .  1994 =  TOTAL  ..  ·IT~~  ·.  II' 
1.BUDGET:  ... 
'· 
Total Tempils budget (in MECU)  ...  1.5  *4.7  2.0  . 8.2 
National fndicative prqgrainme  1.5  .2.0  2.0  5.5 
Regional funds 
...  '  - - - -
Other Ph~e  sources  . '  ..  l  .  2.7· 
..  ..  2.7· 
..  • To fmar.ce plun-annu,al.actiVJUes · 
2. PROJECTS: 
Number of  Joint European Projects supported  11  '  .15  19 
'  ..  ' 
national proj~ts ·  7  9  I} 
\ 
I 
regional projectS  ·  4  6  6'  .  l  .. 
of which:  ref!ewed  - 9  .. 
•·  13 
new  ..  11  6  6  23  ., 
.-
Mobilitt.flows within JointEurooean ProjectS.· .  '··  .. 
(new + renewed):  .  ..  .. 
•· 
Staff:  . from LV  95  124  219 
toEU  95  116  '  211 
v  toECE  ·- 8  8 
'  "/ 
.to LV  45  95  140 
ft:omEU  45  89  134. 
'·  fromECE  - 6  6  ·. 
'  . 
. Students:  from LV  52  138· 
•.  190 
~  .  toEU  ·'  .52 
··/ ..  138  ".  190 
toECE  ..  ·- - -
- to LV  - 40  40  -
fromEU  . - .40  - 40 
'  fromECE  - - - '  . 
' 
- .. 
Number of  Individual Mobility Grin1ts supported ·  43  96  75  214 
(each person can visit more than.one country}  ·•  .• 
Staff:.  .  from EU to LV  14 
.-
31  '4  49  - . 
fromLVtoEU 
•.  29  ..  65  71  165 
Students:  -from EU to LV  - - - .  -





Number of Complementary Measures s~pported  - ·z  14  90· 
(num~r  of  projectS in which LV is involved) 
·'  . 
Number f)f Youth Acti~ities supp{,rted  5  7.  58  229  -
(number of projects in which LVisinvolved)  '  .. 
- xii-.  . 
Fact Sheet Poland 
1990  TOTAL 
1. BUDGET: · -
Total  Tempus budget (in MECU)  . 12._4  18.1  29.51  •37.52  35.0  132.53 
National indicative programme  12.4  - 13.5  26.00  35.00  35.0  121.90 
Regional funds  4.6  3.51  2.52  - 10.63 
, Other Phare sou_rces  - - -
...  • To fmance plun-annual acuv10es 
2. PROJECTS:  .. 
Number or  Joint European Projects supported  85  144  245  155  175 
nation!ll projects  85  ?6  150  105  154 
region3.1 projects  - 68  95  . 50  21 
- of which:  renewed  - 82  145  154  84  . 
new  85  62  100  1  ·91  339 
Mobili~  flows withiQ. Joint Eurooean Projects 
(new + renewed): 
Staff:  from·PL.(to~)  326- 786  1,724  1,557  4,393 
toEU  326  786  1,719  1,536  4,367 
~o.ECE  - - 5  21  26 
to.Pk (total)  256  550  1,178  958  2,942 
fromEU  256  550  -1,173  931  . 2,910 
fromECE  - \  - .5  27  32 
Students:  from PL (total)  467  879  1,764  1,506  ~,616 
toEU  ..  ,.  467  .879  1,763  1,496  4,605 
toECE  - - 1  10  11 
'• 
to PL (total)  58  53·  251  265  627 
fromEU  ·5s  53  2SO  261  622 
I  fromECE  - - 1  4  - 5 
Number or Individual Mobility Grants supported  884  444  323  539  339  2,529 
(each person can visit more than one coun~) ·  :  .. 
Staff:  fromEU toPL  124  97  69  142  32  464 
fromPLtoEU  199  114  2~4  397  307  . 1,271 
· Students:  fromEU toPL  10  9  . - - - 19 
froin PL to EU  551  224  - - - 775 
Number of Complementary Measures supported  31  -24  19  2  14  90 
(number of projects in which PL is involved) 
Number of Youth Activities supported  26'  20  66  59  58  229 
(number of projects iri which PL is involved) 
- Xlll -\ 
..  ~  Fact Sh~t  Romania  -- ,_ 
~  .  . 
1990  . 1993 
I.  BUDGET~ 
Total Templis budget (in MECU)  10.1  13.31  •18.13.  11.0  53.75· 
l.  . - National indicative progranime  10.0  13.00  18.00  12.0  :53;00 
Region~  funds  0.2  0.32  0.23  - 0.75 
Other Phare sources 
~.  - - •.  - •'  -
'  ... 
\  "'To fmance plun-annllll;l acb\!Jues 
\  . 2. PROJECTS: 
Number o(Joint European  Proj~ts  supported  '69  104  87  ·51 
.. 
..  nationat prtijeets .  62  85  78  49 
regional projects  7  '19  9  2 
., 
of which:  renewed.  6  '73  87  27 
new  63.  31  - 24  : 118  -
Mobility flows within Joint European Pr~jects  '  .. 
(new·+ ·renewed):. 
Staff:  fromRO 
..  ,.  498  901- -1,045  2,444 
toEU  498  901  1,041  2,#()' 
toECE  ,.  - - 4  4 
toRO 
. - 281  575  ·575  1,437- --
fromEU.  287  575  575  1,437 
fromECE 
,' 
- - - -
StUdents:  from RO  -'.  . 316  817  842  1,975 
toEU  316  817  ~2 
.I  1,975  -
..  toECE  - - .  - - -
·toRO  ._,  57  84  91  232 
-- fromEU 
_, 
57  '84  91  - 232 
-.  ..  fromEC~  - - - -
Number of lndjvidual  ~obility  Grants supported  . 182  273- . 237  191  884_ 
(each person can visit niore than one count;ry) ·  -
Staff:  fromEUto RO  -- ' 16  31  64  30·  131  -
.. 
from RO to EU . 
••, 
95  242  173  162  672 
Students:  from EU to RO ·  1  - - - 1 
..  fromROtoEU  70  . - - .- 70  -
I 
-- '  Number of Complementary Measures supported  18  11  3  9  41 
(number of  proj~ctS in which RO is involved) 
-
Number of Youth Activities supported  10  _.  18  16  9'  53 
(number of  projects in which RO is involved) 
" 
- -
- xiv-.  Fact Sheet Slovenia 
.J 
1990  1993 
1.BUDGET: 
.. 
Total Tempus budget (in MECU)  2.81  •3.76  2.50  9.07 
National indicative programme  2.30  2.50  2.50  7.30 
Regional funds  0.51·  0.26  - 0.77 
Other Phare sources ·  - 1.00  - 1.00 
...  • To rmance plun-armual actJVIUes 
2. PROJECTS: 
Nuniber of  Joint European Projects supported  '  44  38  24 
-
national- projects  24  25  18 
regionai projects  20  13  " 
6 
of which:  renewed·.  24  38  19 
new  20  - 5  25 
Mobili!.Y flows within I  oint Eurooean Projects 
(new +renewed): 
.. 
Staff:  fromSLO  225  256  481 
toBU 
·- 221  251  472 
-to ECE  4  5  9 
to SL.O  106  162  268 
fromEU  104  155  259 
fromECE  2  7  9 
I 
Students:  fromSLO 
,• 
138  166  304 
toEU  .. 
138  -164  302 
toECE- - 2  2 
to SLO  16  39  55 
fromEU  16  38  54 
fromECE  - I  1 
Number of  Individual Mobility Grants supported  95'  122  81  298 
(each person can visit mor~  than one country) 
Staff:  froqt EU to SLO  6  24  9  '  39 
from SLO to EU  89  98  72  259 
Students:  from EU to SLO  - - - -
·from SLO to EU  - - - -
Number of Complementary Measures supporte!f  3  2  5  10 
(numberofprojects in which SLO is involved) 
,. 
-
Number of  Youth Activities supported  4  5  3  12 
(number of  projects in which SLO is involved~ 
-XV-Fa~t  Sheet Former Yugoslavia 
.TOTAL 
1.BUDGET: · 
Total Tempus budget (in MECU)  7.3  7.3 
--
~  --
National indiCative programme  6.0  6.0 
Regional funds  1.3  1.3 
' 




Number of  Joint-European Projects supportt:d  71 
\  '  national projects  42  ,. 
regional projects  29 
qfw~ich:  renewed  13.  •, 
new  58  58 
-
MobilitY--flows within Joint European Projects  ·-
(new + renewed):  · 
' 
..  Staff:  from YU  ·- 291  291 
' 
'  toEU  291  '·  291 
toECE- - - -
toYU  - 203  203 
fromEU  ' 
.,  203  203 
fromEC~  - -
' 
-.  Snidents:  frorh YU  138  138, 
'toEU  138  138 
toECE  •  - - '· 
toYU  '  12  12 
fromEU  12 
·"  '  12 
fromECE  - -
,.  -. 
'Nu~her  of  Individu~l Mobility Grants supported  155  155 
(each person can visit more than one country) 
,, 
Staff:  from EU to YU 
' 
,.  18.·  '  18 
fro~  YU toEU 
'  96  96 
-
Students:  -from.EU to YU  3 
,. 
3 
fiomYU toED  38'  38 
-- '  .. 
Number of Complementary !'feasures supported  19  19 
.  (number of projects in which YU ·is involved) 
'  ..  , 
Number of Youth Activities supported '  .  5  .  - 5 
(number ofl'rojects in whiCh YU is involved)  -
-XVI-Fact Sheet Fonner DDR 
!~1=990==r===1=99=~;,;;;=r:~;;;,;:=99=2====r=1=99=3~1~Tertpl§;,;;1;;!;99=4;;;,~~1  =T=O=T=A~L  II 
I. BUDGET: 
Total Tempus budget (in :ME;CU)  0.9  0.9 
National indicative programme  0.9  0.9 
Regional funds  -
Other Pbare sources  -
2. PROJECTS: 
Number of  Joint European Projects supported  12 
national· projects  12 
regional projects  -
of which:  renewed  - -
new  12  12 
Mobili~  flows within Joint  Euro~an  Projects 
(new+ renewed):  · 
·.Staff:  fromDDR  33  33 
toEU  33  33 
toECE  - -
toDDR  17  17 
fromEU  17  17 
fromECE  - -
Students:  fromDDR  9  9 
toEU  9  9 
toECE  - -
toDDR  25  25 
fromEU  '  25  25 
fromECE  - -
Number of Individual Mobility Grants supported  50  50 
(each person can yisit more than one country) 
Staff:  from EU to DDR  9  9 
from DDRto EU  32  32 
Students:  from EU to DDR  - -
from DDR to.EU  9  9 
.. 
~umber  of Complementary Measures supported  17  17 
(number of projects in which DDR is involved) 
Number of Youth Activities supported  - - -
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